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feel the love!
COVERGIRL lipperfeCtiOn™ with silk moisturizing complex

What a leeling! 44 sumptuous shades that love your lips to perfection. See the rich color instantly,

feel the silk moisturizing complex over 7 days, and say hello to smoother, more sumptuous lips*

COVERGIRL LipPerfection. Feel the Love. Tell us what makes you a COVERGIRL @ facebook.com/covergirl

Taylor is wearing COVERGIRL LipPerfection hpcolor in Bum and liphner in Radiant.

*v» bare lips

easy breezy beauiiful COvtRGIKI
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THE HOTTEST NEW JEANS! The cool
pairs you need for the first day of school.

^QBEST JEANS EVER! You voted for

47

your faves. Now check out the winners!

SEVENTEEN'S ULTIMATE JEANS
GUIDE! Look taller, slimmer, or curvier!

rr COOL-GIRL JEANS! Kendall Jenner
shows off the season's best silhouette.

JEAN-IOUS DEALS! Fun denim
accessories that cost next to nothing.

STAR STYLE FOR A STEAL! Get denim
looks the celebs love—for just $35 or less.

56

58
C r\BACK-TO-SCHOOL ESSENTIALS! Ten
OUpi.

1 A p RUNWAY 17 WAY High-fashion trends
I T"O you'll want to rock right now.

1f\0 STYLE IT RIGHT Change up your look
\jZ- starting with a hot pair of ieans.

pieces you can combine in a zillion ways.

beauty
C (2 INSTANTLY PRETTY! Look totally amazing
OO without even trying!

•70 YOUR FLIRTIEST FIRST WEEK! Turn heads
/ Zl in the hallway with these hot beauty ideas.

-7 A GET THE PERFECT BLOWOUT! Your friends

/H" will think you went to the salon!

OH RED-CARPET TRICKS (YOU CAN USE FOR
QZ- SCHOOL!) Secrets for perfect waves and more

34 SOAK IT UP! Fi^ht greas.y
skin a"d win!

89

140

REAL-GIRL BEAUTY SECRETS! Our Beauty
Smarties have a great new look for you!

HEAD OF THE CLASS You'll love these

super-fun back-to-school hairstyles.

on the cover

tffife

theiecretto
amazing hair

^fr



THERE'S STILL
TIME TO FIND
SUMMER LOVE!

\ I

DRESS UP YOUR DORM!
j_ No boring shower caddies for you!

IjLzA \^%0̂ k Turn t0 p-128 ,or the cutest

*'*c vk* 4* A*
~r" W^fc college stuff ever!

^f". J, J UM Enter to win a ^~
'¥ \\wBsUB JeS' $250 shopping spree at f

A ^%lW * The Container Store at \* ^™ seventeen.com/ _
freebies! [

seMtrntom

GO BACK-T0-SCH001

SHOPWW W"«

seventeen
1
.

The best fall

clothes are in our

new online shop.

Start shopping now al

&m*«»*:**

seventeen.com/shopping

health

lore life

14

your life

GIVE YOUR BUTT A
D BOOST! A booty-shaping

workout for jeans season.

07

08

12

BUH-BYE, BORING SALAD!
PB&J salad?!? Yes! Yummy
new lunch ideas to try now.

BEAT BACK-TO-SCHOOL
STRESS Demi Lovato's tips!

WAIT FOR IT How to have hot

hookups that won't go too far!

p.io4<.i i v<.ui vi urn:
Rihanna's trainer shows you how!

HAVE A LAST-MINUTE
SUMMER FLING! Flirty

dating dares = huge payoff!

16

19

20

66

LIES HE TELLS YOU STRAIGHT TO YOUR FACE
Dudes fib about the dumbest things!

ASK HIM OUT (WITHOUT ACTUALLY ASKING)
Score a date with zero awkwardness.

JUICY QUESTIONS FOR . . . CORY MONTEITH
The Glee hottie on love.

HOT NIGHT OUT! Flirty moves to work at

any party!

"A TORNADO DESTROYED MY HOUSE-WHILE
I WAS IN IT!" Don't miss Brooke's shocking story.22

*)A "WHY AM I ALWAYS BROKE?" The hidden ways
£- you're draining your wallet without even knowing it.

O ET VACAY NIGHTMARES! When trips to the beach
go crazy wrong!

SUPPORT GAY TEENS! Join Daniel Radcliffe's

special mission.

[DELETE] DIGITAL DRAMA We partnered with the
stars of ABC Family to end online bullying for good.

26

56
and~.
6 AUGUST FREEBI

for back-to-school
! Snag tons of cool denim

HI FROM ANN Why you are your own best role

model!o
2 GET EMMA'S BRIGHT LOOK With the right

makeup, it's a cinch!

O f\ WHO DO YOU THINK IS PRETTY AMAZING?
Z_ V^ See the finalists for our cover-girl contest, then vote!

0*1 WHAT YOU THINK! You share your thoughts
£- £- on our May issue and more.

OH YOUR COLLEGE SHOPPING LIST Get the
£-O sweetest dorm on your floor.

"7 A EMMA She spills details about the secret crush
O T" she had on a Harry Potter costar!

"7/^ TRAUMARAMA! Just be grateful this wacko stuff

/ \J didn't happen to you.

"7C AUGUST HOROSCOPES Check out all the juicy
/ \J predictions for your sign.
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VJ733
mo iOU £22
CHECK HER OUT
IN AMERICAN HAG
IN VIDEO, PIX AND STOSIES AT

RAJ0aBDHAO.COM

'
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You could win a pair of the perfect skinnies!

' With their awesome fit and just the right

amount of shading, you'll want to live in them!

Enter every day to increase your chances of winning!

[hoi]

You can't start school without new jeans!
So check out seventeen.com every day in

August for a chance to win.

i

WHHttS *

TUESDAY

Save this

calendar for

a chance to

ivfn every day

m August-

,1

Sienna Mini

[mini]

7

Super-Dark Jegging

[indigo]

Emma Skinny Boyfriend

[cuff]

Light Destroy Flare

[rip]

Porkchop Pocket Rare

[fade]

Light Destroy Skinny

[tear]

Jean Jacket

[button]

Indigo Skinny

[navy]

Hi-Rise Rare

[slash]

/

Soft Black Jegging

[clean]

w^

Acid Wash Skinny

[seaiiil

Snakeskin Print Skinny

^

Aztec Print Roll-

Up Shorts

[short]

3i

Bootcut

Paint Splatter Skinny

[distress]

Felow Rare

[whisker]

Felow Skinny

[straight]

Till KSDAY

A

Serena Skinny Amber Rare

[pocket] [flare]

SATURDAY

Alexa Skinny

[blue]

Alma Capri

[crop]
^

Curvy Dark Rare

[casual]

Patch Pocket Rare

[acid]

Destroyed Rat Pocket

Skinny

[black]

Hipster Rare

[vintage]

Distressed Denim Shortie

[cutoff]

25

Artist Crop Jean

[capri]

Red Skinny

[color]

Indigo Rare

[shade]

')
J

Black Studded Skinny

[skinny]

HOW TOEHTER: Starting August 1, log on to

seventeen.com/freebies every day and type in the

Freebie Phrase of the Day [ i n red ] to be eligible to

win that day's prize. But hurry-each Freebie will be live

for just 24 hours beginning at 12 a.h. et. Winners will be

posted online the next weekday by 10 a.m. et. Go to

seventeen.com/freebies or see page 175 for details.
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'Zero Tolerance' policy on acne.
Fast. Effective. Guaranteed.
In fact, not even the #1 acne treatment system in the country is faster.

Clinique's Acne Solutions Clear Skin System wastes no time giving blemishes the boot.

Does it without the dryness and irritation that generally get skin into trouble, and can

even cause scarring. Keeps skin clearer, longer, too.

It's simple, scientific.Gentle exfoliation opens clogged pores, evicts acne-causing bacteria,

Medicated ingredients rush in to accelerate treatment. Just cleanse, exfoliate, moisturize

twice a day. Clearer skin or your money back.

Our guiding dermatologist talks about acne at clinique.com/acne

CLINIQUE
Allergy Tested . 100% Fragrance Free.





fadeproof.
waterproof.
ignore-
intensely beautiful shadow
with the primer built in.

new intense shadowblast
Rich shadow with a built-in primer for color

that lasts— in 6 intensely beautiful shades.

Tell us what makes you a COVERGIRL @ facebook.com/covergirl

Drew Barrymore shimmers m Intense ShadowBlast in Blue Bomb.

cosv breezy beautiful CCK IRCARl

BUILT-IN PRIMER
FOR LASTING WEAR



hi from ann

L

I I II always love the August issue!

II • I There is nothing betterthan enjoying

J*f . the last few days ofsummer lying on

III the beach (or under a tree in your

backyard, or on a picnic bench in

the park), flipping through this magazine, planning

how hot you'll look when you go back to school!

(My first-day outfit would definitely be the Cabin

Cool look on p. 154!)

Butmy favorite part ofthis issue isn't actually

in the issue at all. It happened during our

interview withEmma Watson. Emma has been

one ofthe biggest stars on the planet since she

first started playing Hermione in Harry Potter

when she was a little girl. Sowe asked her
j

whether she feels pressure to be a role model to

the girls who basically grew up with her. And her

answer stayed in my head for weeks: "I try to be ^^^____ _
myselfand make choices that I believe in—and ifpeople think that's worth

looking up to, then that's very flattering. But first and foremost, I have to be true to myself or it's not

authentic." Wow! Iknow grown women who wish they could be that sure of

themselves! We are all bombarded by other people's opinions—we check our

Facebook profiles to see ifanyone "liked" our new pics, we get a thousand takes

on anew haircut, and we write (and rewrite!) flirty texts to make sure our

crushes will be into them. Butwhen you free yourselfof people's expectations

ofwho you should be, you get to be the person you actually want to be. And you

I

work toward being the most awesome person, so that you're proud ofyou. You

get to be your own role model. How great is that?!?

So while you're dreaming about what you'll look like for back-to-school, spend

a little timethinkingaboutwho you want to be. It's goingto be an amazing

year—andyou're pretty amazing yourself!

PS:
I'm so proud of our massive

Delete Digital Drama

campaign! Seventeen^ your

favorite ABC Family stars

(like 5errrf Z/^sShailene

Woodley) have joined

forces to stop online

abuse, and there are tons

ofways for you to

get involved. Join us

on p.156!

this book!

seimimi
ULTIMATE GUIDE TO

STYLE

Our awesome new fashion bible,

Seventeen's Ultimate Guide to

Style, is in bookstores now!

It's packed with tips, tricks, and

celeb advice-l promise

you'll never ask

the question

"What should I

wear?" again!

* * *
rwKTtoon

ii- SEVENTEEN.CO
How me on Twitter and fr*

me on Facebook at



The Original Sneaker
Learn more about Adam and how he does art at Keds.com/hdyd

t



HAIR REMOVER
WAX STRIP KIT

HAIR REMOVER
WAX STRIP KIT

Sally knows you want quick,

easy, and convenient. Just

press on, then pull off.

Pre-cut, pre-waxed strips

are ready to use wherever,

whenever you need them.

Leaves beautiful results that

can last up to 8 weeks,**

AMERICA'S #1 WAX*

Beauty that Works

For more go to

sallyhansen.com

•Based on IRI Panel Data

"Regrowth time vanes from area

to area and person to person.

jet emma's
Bright look
She shed her wizard-next-door

image for an eye-catching new
style. Now get it for yourself!

f\

mascara
Lancome Oscillation

Intensity

Powermascara in

Black, $34.
ancome-usa.com

foundation
Lancome Telnt

Miracle Foundation

in Buff, S37,
Iancome-usa.com

Dress by Kara Janx. On left arm: Bangles by Kara Ackerman
Designs. On right arm: Silver and gold textured bangles by
Gorjana. Gold bangle with circle charm by Laruicci. Sliver bangles

with white rhinestones, rose-gold diamante bangles, and solid gold

bangles by Kara Ackerman Designs. Fashion Stylist: Beau Quillian.

Hair: Ursula Stephen. Makeup: Brigitte Reiss-Andersen.
Manicure: Ida Gutierrez-Baker. Photographs: Matt Jones.

blush
Lancome Blush Subtil in

RoseFresque, $30,
lancome-usa.com

Hey! Have you checked out
Seventeen on the (Pad yet?!?

There's so much more to love!

Go behind the scenes of our
photo shoots!

Get customized fashion &
beauty tips!

Dish with other readers
about our stories!

l

Goto

seventeen
fom//pad.

[/

*

!:• SEVENTEEN.COM
in exclusive vl

cover shoot at

Lid^iiljuLK

een.com/emma
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NEW!

Nourish

Your Lips

Vitamin -Powered
LIP CARE

Sally knows beautiful lips start with. ..healthy

lips. Our latest lip care is powered up with

nurturing vitamins. Four innovative, flavored

lip treatments, are each targeted to a specific

beauty benefit, without a lick of color. Each

nutrient complex formula also contains

superfruits Acai and Pomegrante. Wear alone

or under lip color. Your lips will thank you.

Vita-E Soothes Lips' V
Vita-B Moisturizes Lips* w

Vita-C Plumps Lips* V
Vita-A Smoothes Lip Lines* V

Available in the Sally Hansen Section

Beauty that Works

Cares for

rough
lips.

Sally Knows Li

For more go to sallyhansen.ee

"Based on consumer perceptl

Vita -A
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sevente
Editor-in-Chief Ann Shoket

Creative Director Jessica Musumeci
Executive Editor Joanna SaltZ Executive Managing Editor Sally T. Abbey

Fashion Director Gina Kelly Beauty Director Yesenia Almonte
Emenainment Director Carissa Rosenberg TOZZI

Photo Director Jordan Barnes
Design Director Mike Redely

Managing Editor Alison Sheffer Jurado
Deputy Editor Annemarie Conte

fashion
Senior Market Editor Marissa Rosenblum Grumer

Senior Fashion Editor A nnebet Duval I

Accessories Editor Jasmine Snow
Assistants Ryan Tristan Jin, Andrew Mukamal

necklace
GoJane, $30,
gojane.com

hat
AMICIubwear. $14,

amlclubwear.com

m 4 I
• *

f

* # • r * «m

beauty
Editor Meredith Gray

Assistant Molly Ritterbeck

features
Senior News Editor Jane Bio nc hi

Health Editor Kim Tranell

Associate Editor Elisa Benson
coin purse
Kipling, $22,
kipling-usa

L"«_» n

COLORS FROM LEFT TO RIGHT TOP TO BOTTOM

Are We There Yet?, I Eat Mainely Lobster,

My Address is "Hollywood," Color to Diner For,

Honk tfVbu Love OPl, Road House Blues,

Suzi Takes the Wheel. French Quarter for Your Thoughts.

Uh-Oh Roll Down the Window, A-taupe the Space Needle.

Get in the Expresso Lane, I Brake for Manicures

NATIONAL RELEASE DATE: 8/3/11

MODEL IS WEARING COLOR TO DINER FOR

CONTAINS NO DBP, TOLUENE, OR FOflMAlDBfYDE

Available at Professional Salons, including select

Beauty Brands, Cfiatters. Trade Secret and ULTA locations,

Call 800 341 9999 ©2011 OPl Products Inc.

art
Deputy An Director Wendy Robison
Associate Director Miranda Sheppard

Designer Emily Wong Addis
Interactive Editions Art Director Julie Soltz

photography
Photo Editor Micah B. Rubin
Bookings Editor David Ninh

Assistant Anna Marina Karadimas

imaging
Digital Imaging Specialist Leonardo R. Cclestino

copy
Copy Chief Marisa Carroll

seventeen.com
Site Director Julio Hochheiser llkovich

Editors Ke Hi Acciardo, No ha Gandhi, Tammy Tibbetts

contributing editors
Rachna D. Jain, Psy.D.; Norlne G. Johnson, Ph.D.; Demi Lovato; Jessica Weiner

interns
Lindita Aliaj, Sochima Atikpoh. Kristen Babson, Leanna Brittis, Taylor Chang,

Alexandra Curtis, Michael Dote, Courtney Griffin, Cassie Huck, Daniela Johnson, Aeyung Kim,
Juliette Little, Rachel Lutz, Margaret McCarthy, Kaitlyn Muchnok, Carly Nelson, Rachel Nelson,

Tham Kim Nguyen, Chinea Rodriguez, Elizabeth Rubin, Taryn Elyse Straley,

Lauren Thorstensen, Chelsea Tirrell, Tori van Sambeck, Courtney Walsh

hearst magazines international editions
President & CEO Duncan Edwards

Senior Vice President/Publishing Director Jeannette Chang
Vice President/ Executive Director Kim St. Clair Bodden
Deputy Director/Bureau Chief Astrid O. Bertoncini

Creative Director Peter Yates

International Editions Editor Jacquely n Ellis

bracelet

Lulu's, $9,

lulu's.com

Editor, Argentina Laura Vigo Editor, Chile Pola Mayol

Editor, Colombia/Ecuador/Venezuela Nohra Maldonado
Editor, Malaysia Aileen Soo Editor, Mexico Katy Garcia Lau

Acting Editor, Singapore Valerie Wee Editor, South Africa Khwezi M acj waza
Editor. Thailand Prayer Kavitanon

wedges
Sizes 6-10, A. n.a. by

Jcpenney, $30,
jcpenney and jcp.com
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See the story behind the Hamilton

Wood Type Museum and show us

where else Cool Never Fades at

Facebook.com/TargetStyle.
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ADVERTISEMENT

Neutrogena®

W<W*/fof CJMAfffb

Neutrogena® Wave for Change™

and GlobalGiving have teamed up to give

you a way to be part of something bigger

and make a difference in the world.

Join us to help make change a reality,

Ready to Change the World?

Do Good
One product can make a world of difference! Purchase any

Neutrogena** Acne, Facial Cleansing, or Cosmetics product this July

# and August, activate your UPC at Neutrogena.com/waveforchange

by August 31 . 20V , and Neutrogena^ will donate $1 per product

toGlobalGiving.*

globalgiving

Feel Good
You have the power! There ars so many ways to help our communities.

Even little things like recycling, turning off the lights when they're not

needed, or planting a tree take only a few minutes, but can make a huge

impact! Brand ambassador Hayder Panettere agrees: "You think, I'm

just one person, I can't make a change. But when you actually try and

see results, it's a pretty incredible feeling." Now you can make an

impact. Visit Neutrogena.com/waveforchange to learn more

and vote for the GlobalGiving charities the Neutrogena*3

Wave for Change™ donation will benefit.

Look Good

Neutraja

Neulrogcn;i

Brand ambassadors Hayden Panettiere and Miranda

Cosgrove keep it natural while still looking great-

check out their favorite products, including SkinClearing^

Oil-Free Makeup and Oil-Free Acne Wash Pink Grapefruit.

" Or>iy purchases registered online a( www.neutrogena.conVwavaforcharx;e by 8/31/1 1 will activate a $1 donation, Neutrogena will donate

a minimum ofSi00,000 and a maximum of$250,000 to Globa'Gtvmg. For more rn formation about GlobafGiv/ng, visit GiobalGiving.org.



A powerful acne cleanser

couldn't possibly smell delicious,

Scratch that thought. Sniff this,

The maximum strength

dermatologist-recommended

acne medicine treats breakouts,

even blackheads, all with an uplifting

blast of naturally derived grapefruit.

It's such a pick-me-up, you'll

forget it's a powerful acne cleanser.

Until your acne's gone.

neutrogena.com

-. ' .•'•
#* i

Neutrogena
#1 DERMATOLOGIST RECOMMENDED
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SCAN TO SEE
,

WHAT MISCHIEF
THESE GIRLS f
ARE UP TO! 1

Check us out
YMIjeans.com

for giveaways, contests
and special offers!
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MAKING MOVIES

I THAT MATTER |

I

TO TEENS! m
Lauren, 18 \

When she developed ADD
and depression in 10th grade,

\

Lauren was in a funk. But

making films helped her find

her focus and hervoice-and

she's using her skills to raise

awareness of important

issues, like body image
4

and suicide.

_ f V
THE FEARLESS £
RACE CAR DRIV

r I

Shannon, 21

She's logged more than

100 race wins in a male-

dominated sport, but

Shannon Mcintosh won't

take her foot off the gas

until she becomes the first

female to win the

Indy500! -

r y

k

. ti

FROM HOMELESS
"
TO HIGH FASHION!

Zoe, 19

ff Even though she spent her

childhood moving in and out

of homeless shelters,

Zoe Damacela's love of

fashion helped her

overcome adversity. She's

been running a successfulJ
clothing line since

she was 14!

V

yoTe

Want to see what you'd look like on a Seventeen cover?

Try our new Cover Creator at seventeen.com/covercreator!

Ti

U
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v
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CANDIE'S-ISM #11
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KNOW SMART

IS SEXY

candies , com r
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Candie's Eyewear at 1.800. VIVA



Stuff you're talking about right now

love is louder...
than the pressure to be perfect!

The biggest celebs and so many readers have raised their hands
in support of our campaign with Demi Lovato!

•• Demi Lovato s

campaignfrom theMay
issue is amazing. Reading

about her and other girls'

7 i A[ experiences mademe
^ feel like I'm not crazy! Id J

' ^ been puttingso much
^^ pressureon myselflobe

perfect' at everything, but now I g< •
1 1 1 1a I 4hA

everyone feelslikethat sometimes. -^ -^

-chinea, 20, staten island, ny

Miley Cyrus

[SI 39% said

^j\ Jason Derulo

16% said

Nicolas Hoult

'

SAFETY CHECK™"
I'd been goingto tanning

salons forsixyears until I read

'TanToday, PayTomorrow
1

inthe

May issue. I checked forabnormal

freckles like it describedand

found one thatwasalmost black!

Ishowedmymomand made a

doctor's appointment. Itwas

precancerous!Thankyou somuch.

Ifitweren't foryou, Iwould have

gone to the doctor too late. I'm

definitely wearingsunscreen AA
now!everywhere Igo

-kylie, 20, bay city, mi
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REAT NEW LOOK,
SAME GREAT FORMULA.
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©2011 Maybelline

HE NEW MAYBELLINE.C * E W YORK
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NEW STAINED
TMBY SHARPIE

FOR FABRIC DESIGN

DESIGNED TO RESIST

FADING ON FABRIC.

IN 8 BOLD COLORS WITH
FLEXIBLE BRUSH TIPS.

START SOMETHING NOW AT
WWW.SHARPIE.COM

W04522 ©2011 Newell Rubbermaid Office Products

i

66
SWIN WIN!

Td alwaysthought 1wasjust a

curvythighs' girl, but afterreading

'Shop forYourBody intheMayissue

and avery frustratingshoppingtrip!

—

I realized that I'm a mixture of'curvy

thighs' and 'curvybutt.' Iwas ableto

findthe perfect swimsuit, onewith a

thickerbottomand a. little ruffle to

showoffmyhips. I love itandI'mAA
wearing it rightnow!

-lindsey, 19, onalaska, tx

total score!

"I think I need to thank @seventeenmag for giving

^ me thrifty shopping tips. (: Someone asked me

if my $10 shoes were Coach!" #thriftyspender

@halliegirl14 via Twitter

Duke Maria

SUPPORT SYSTEM
ww Iwas somovedby Selena's

V

story '1 WatchedMyBoyfriend Die.' ^®^jBUp
Rol k i*l

, my BFF/crush, recentlydied ^^^^E'^Sl

,tl

>ll*>yfriend rliv»i

with Robert
J ofheart failure during a basketball =¥|

tournament. Readingit definitelymademe £55

feel less alone. Selena, Iwish this had neverhappened

to either ofus, butknowingthatyou are surviving

yourlosseverydayhelpsmeknowthat I can do it too.

-dulce maria, 17, roma, tx

17 EXCLUgfifg

TRY ON WET SEAL JEANS,

99

MM!

to check wftfWg
cute iem'-

Starting July, 12, 2011, go to any

Wet Seal store and try on a pair of jeans.

You'll receive a card with details on

receiving your free Android smartphone.

Free prune with new or renewed 2-year plan plus data feature. Oneper person.

forty-IliousandHO,DOO)Ai)diuidsitiait|)fioiinwiilbeqi.e!t*way bum**
ends August 15, Mll.orwh lie supplies last.Once all phones are distributed. Mere

* ill Be ik) substitute prod udglveoaway See page ITS for romp letedetafrs.
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IT STARTS
WITH SHARPIE.

t*-

•v

PLAIN JANE TO STAINED. WITH NEW STAINED BY SHARPIE™

FLEXIBLE BRUSH TIPS. FLUID DESIGNS.
D.I.Y. QUEEN ERICA DOMESEK OF P.S.-I MADE THIS...,

USES STAINED BY SHARPIE™ TO CREATE ENDLESS D.I.Y. FASHION
POSSIBILITIES. IN 8 FABRIC INKS. WHAT ARE YOU GONNA START?

W04501 ©2011 Newell Rubbermaid Office Products sharpie.com
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nail polish
Essie Nail Color

in Mezmerised,

$8, salons

2>ura£fe & /o/?g

Cei-awC ewpert/y reduced

seventeen
Vice President/Publisher/Chief Revenue Officer Jayne Jamison

7'ra/e/ Size

shape -fits

pa//*

perfect
/y

Venti/ated

CoVer for
jst or dry

storage

*<_*?

Upglos
Tokldoki Prisma

Up Gloss in Nlnja

Dog. :

sephora.com

Associate Publisher of Marketing Howard Grier

Eastern Advertising Manager Terry Alvar

Western Advertising Manager Robin Billio

General Manager Larry Greenblatt

newyork 212-649-3100
Beauty Manager Gayle Sherman

Account Managers Tova H einoy, Linda Korman,
Emily Adams, Nadine S. Waxenberg
Account Representative Marissa Hayat

Ad Services Manager Donald Gordon
Publisher's Assistant Taylor Verderame

Sales Assistants Susannah Sachdeva, Melissa Wong

Chicago 312-251-5347
Account Manager Erin Brown
Sales Assistant Sandra Hi Ik

southeast/southwest 214-363-6191
Account Manager Michelle Mize

west coast 310-664-2980
West Coast Director Ron Troxell

Sales Assistant Dalla A n aya

direct response 212-649-3100
Manager Jacqueline Abram

creative services
Promotion Director Lauren M urphy Promotion Art Director Emma Weightma n

Senior Integrated Marketing Manager Ashley Flanagan Merchandising Director Kelly WalleS

Senior Promotion Manager Dana DiStofano Associate Merchandising Director Mariana Lee
Promotion Manager Tara Swan sen Merchandising CoordinatorAmy Liang

marketing & research
Research Marketing Manager Elaine Tan
Group Research Manager Lynn Sessa

production
Group Production Director Karen Otto

Group Production Manager Peter A. Farrell

Production Assistant Na'Tasha Simmons

Three color choices:

Lavender, Pink and Aquamarine

f?*

TWEEZERMAN
The Beauty Tool Experts

tweezerman.com

circulation
Vice President ofConsumer Marketing Beth Ifcher

hearst magazines digital media
Vice President oFSales & Marketing Kf istine Wclkcr Sales Development Director KimbeHy Reiter

National Ad Director Geoffrey Schiller Director ofMarkcting Services Laura Schooling

Senior Integrated Mark t-iing Manager Nicole O'Donnell

published by hearst communications, inc.,

a unit of the hearst corporation
Vice Chairman & Chief Executive Officer Frank A. Bennack, Jr.

Chairman George R. Hearst, Jr.

Chief Operating Officer Steven R. SwartZ

hearst magazines division
President David Carey

President, Marketing & Publishing Director Michael A. Clinton

Executive Vice President & General Manager John P. LoughHn
Editorial Director Ellen Levlne

Publishing Consultants GilbertC Maurer, Mark F. Miller

• for a subscription, go to subscribe.seventeen.com
• for customer service, go to service.seventeen.com
• for subscriber questions, write to P.O. Box 6000,
Harlan, IA 51593

eyeliner
NYX Cosmetics

Jumbo Eye Pencil in

Baby Blue, $5,
nyxcosmetlcs.com

eyeliner
Bobbi Brown
Long-Wear Gel

Eyeliner In Denim
Ink, $21,

bobbibrown.com
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dove.com/deodorant

U*&vet-

new
t "Dove

* f

ultimate

stay fresh all day with new Dove* go fresh Rebalance, infused with

the fresh scent of succulent plum and sakura blossom, discover this

perfect match in your deodorant aisle.
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magdalena,17
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jeans
Sizes 22-32, Silver

Jeans Co.. $72, Dillard's

and silverjeansco.com.

top

Sizes S-L, Line & Dot, $58,
modcloth.com.

bracelets
Orange bead bracelet,

Marline Wester. $27,
martinewester.com; thin

gold bangles. Mixit by

jcpenney, $14 for set

of 14,jcpenneyand

jcp.com; thick bangle,

AMICIubwear,$15forset
of five, amlclubwear.com.

sneakers
Sizes 5-11. Vans.

S55. vans.com.
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Give your tookjaiv-dropping

drama with this hot co/or!

jeans
Sizes 24-31,

Domino Jeans. $119,
moulestores.com

button-down
Sizes S-XL, Cult of

Individuality, $98.
cultoflndividuality.com.

tee

Sizes S-L, Trash and
Luxury, $55,
trashandluxury.com.

necklaces
Heart necklace. Lulus,

$10, lulus.com; bird

necklace. M Style Lab,

$14, select Macy's.

flats

Sizes 6-10, Sugar.

$39. zappos.com.

jeans
Sizes 24-32.

Mavi Jeans, $98,
mavi.com.

top

Sizes S-L, Urban

1972, $41.

urbanl972.com.

bracelets

Bombay Jewelry,

$25 for set of three.

bombayjewelry.com.

shoes
Sizes 6-11, Dereon

Footwear, $60,
heels.com and
866-697-4637.

030 P SEVENTEEN.C

jeans
Sizes 0-13,

Hot Kiss, $48,
Hot Topic stores.

top
Sizes S-XL,A.n.a-

byjcpenney, $18,

jcpenneyand

jcp.com.

bag
A/X Armani

Exchange, $78,
Armani Exchange

stores and armani

exchange.com.

shoes
Sizes 6-11, Paris

Hilton Footwear,

$89, shoes.com*

Search hundreds of the hottest new denim
trends at ~i Tj 1 f
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This sexy fit gives you a
modern pinup-girl vibe!

jeans
Sizes 24-31. Forever 21. $23, select

Forever 21 stores and forever21.com.

jacket
Sizes XS-L. Guess, $118,

Guess stores and guess.com.

sweatshirt
Sizes XS-L. Chaser LA, $53,
boutiquetoyou.com.

rings
Bow ring, Martine Wester. $23,
martinewester.com; cocktail ring,

Alison Daniel Designs, $88,
allisondanieldesigns.com; three-stone

ring, GoJane, $9. gojane.com.

belt

Brave Leather Ltd, $55, braveleather.com

wedges
Pour La Victolre.

fringe bag

jeans
Sizes 0-16. DKNY
Jeans, $59,
Bon-Ton and

zappos.com.

sweatshirt
Sizes XS-XL,

O'Neill, $50,
shoponeillusa.com.

shirt

Sizes XS-L,

American Apparel,

$28, American

Apparel stores and

americanapparel

.net.

necklace
Lulu's, $10,

lulus.com.

bag
Express, $50,
Express stores and

express.com.

sandals
Sizes 5-10.

Charlotte Russe.

$18, Charlotte

Russe stores and

charlotterusse.com.
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LACE CAM!

$19.99
FLORAL CAMI

s14.99
FLORAL 0RE5S

s19.99

ext BTS to 527365

ff $50 coupon.

©JCP Media, Inc.. 2011. All rights reserved.

jcp.com/bts
J I A i

i )K. NEW DAY. WHO KNEW!
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jeans
Sizes 24-32,

Blank NYC, $88,
blanknyc.com.

top
Sizes S-L. Lucca

Couture, $62,
luccacouture.com.

necklace
Old Navy, $13, select

Old Navy stores.

heels

United Nude.

1

<
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overalls

Sizes XS-L, QSW,
$98, qulksllver.com.

shirt

Sizes XS-L, Margarita

Saplala, $65,
dearfleldblnder.com.

shoes
Sizes 5%-ll,
Urbanog. $25,
urbanog.com.

overalls

Sizes 22-32, Silver

Jeans Co., $100,
silverJeansco.com.

vest

Sizes XS-XL,

Maurices, $29,
maurices.com.

top
Sizes XS-M. 579.

$15, 579 stores.

necklace
Forever 21,

select Forever 21
stores and

forever21.com.

shoes
Sizes 5-11, Steve

Madden, $80,
Steve Madden
stores and

stevemadden.com.
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The Art Institutes Passion for Fashion Competition Winners

The grand prize winners of The Art Institutes Passion lor Fashion Competition 2011, Shayla and Mollie, wowed

judges with impressive Fashion Design and Fashion Marketing & Merchandising and Retail Management entries.

They each earned a full-tuition scholarship to an Art Institutes school, a trip to NYC's Fashion Week, and a "meet and

greet" at Seventeen. The Art Institutes is a system of more than 45 schools located throughout North America.

Visitartinstitutes.edu/passion4fashion.

AlThe Art Institutes-

^PASSION
°-W°RFASHION

Y^ COMPETITION

The Container Store

The Container Store's experts want to help you organize your dorm

room. Enter to WIN a $1000 DORM ROOM MAKEOVER and you could

score a shopping spree to grab everything you need to give yourself more

space. Plus, get your invite to their EXCLUSIVE College Savings Events.

Sign up at containerstore.com/college.

TheContainer Store
The Original Storage and Organization Store'

Win the "Seventeen Sleepover" Sweepstakes!

Ifs one thing to walk in someone else's shoes.. .it's another to wake up in someone else's

body. Mercy is a chilling new tale from Rebecca Lim and Hyperion Teen.

Win the ultimate Mercy-\heme6 party for you and 9 of your best friends by entering

the "Seventeen Sleepover" Sweepstakes!

One grand prize winner will receive the ultimate sleepover party essentials including

copies of the new book, dream journals, sips & sweets, board games, an iPod with

speaker dock, consultation with a professional hypnotist or palm reader, and more!

Visit seventeen.com/mercy to enter for your chance to win! ttSpMtgmcnt cam/TTKicy.'

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY TO ENTER Cfl WIN DISNEv-HYPEfilON 'SEVENTEEN SLEEPOVER" SWEEPSTAKES. So3ia»ecJ by Hearst Conimurtcaicn&. Inc Sweepstatee

starts at 12 01 am ET online 28 2011 and ends at 11:59 p.m. ET on August 8, 2011. To enter goto seventeen.am'rnemy and complete and submit the entry lorm

Must be female. 1 3-24 years old. and a legal resident of the 50 United States, Pjetc Rico, or Dtstrict of Columbia. Vow where prohbied by law. For complete rules go
to seventeen.com/rn«cy.

Declare Your Style far

Back-to-School! I

Whether you're going on a first date or prepping for your

school ID pic, you're invited to take the Seventeen Beauty

Challenge! Go to sevenleen.com/declareyourstyle to

check out behind-the-scenes footage from the "17 Beauty

Challenge: Declare Your Style" photo shoot featuring

Seventeen Style Pro Amy and all of your must-have head-to-

toe beauty products for fall!

SponsoredbyHeart CGmnx/vcaum frc

Thae is a ifrwmncrdljpSMM« (tecs fififtveen Seventeen a?1P&G tftouv

Plain? Meet Stained!

Now DIY means Design It Yourself, with new

Stained By Sharpie
1"'—the flexible brush

tip markers created specifically for fabric.

These bold colors let you take any material and

make it all you.

Show the world the looks you start with Stained

by Sharpie™ at sharpie.com.

Shofipfo

PROMOTION

Give&Get!
Purchase any Neutrogena'' Acne,

Facial Cleansing, or Cosmetics product

(July-August), activate your UPC at

Neutrogena.com/waveforchange

by August 31 ,2011, and Neutrogena" will

donate $1 per product to GlobaOving.*

Plus, if you purchase two Neutrogena5

products" at Target®, you'll receive

an exclusive Wave for Change™ tote

bag designed by Neutrogena* brand

ambassadors.

Haytien Panettiere

Environment

Vanessa Hudgens

Disaster Relief

Send your Target* receipt along

with your name, address, phone
number, and tote choice to:

Seventeen Magazine

Neutrogena * Promotion

300 W. 57th Street, 17th R
New York, NY 10019

AVAILABLE AT

©
Neutrogena* target

INAve/ -fV ChArtg*/
i

>';"..
i "urcbasa Sponsored by Hearst CoiriirunlcaUons.

i •jgoa Corporalton and fcrgel, tnc are assc* ti Neuiro-

Oena Gift -with-Purchase, but ft - Sponsor QtlQJtna feceipts nusl be

doled tMiwwn Jury J , 20r and August 31 201 1 Rece**. e re-

•&27. 2011. Receipts will not: etf.6,000
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bestjeans ever!
Your search is over! More than 15,000 readers

rated their favorite styles—and the coolest fashion

bloggers are showing off how cute they can look!

jeans
Sizes 0-14,

A/X Armani
Exchange, $115,
armanlexchange

.com

American Eagle

Outfitters
"These have the most flattering

fit—they sit nice and low
but don't show your undies!"

Jessie

wordbyjessie.com

jeans
Sizes 00-14,

Aeropostale,

$50, select

Aeropostale

stores and
aeropostale

.com

"When you want
that cool

tomboyish vibe,

nothing looks

better than a pair

of cargos!"

Christina

troprouge.blogspot.com
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n Boyfriend jeans are so versatile!

They work with flats for day or

pumps at night!"

arielle

somethingnavy.com

040

Betsey Johnson
is so great at

turning heads—
so of course

she'd know how
to showcase a

cute butt!"

nicole

nicoleloher.tumblr

.com

jeans
Sizes 0-14,

Betsey

Johnson Pink

Patch, $98,
macys.com
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jeans
Sizes

00-18,

American
Eagle

Outfitters.

$40,
ae.com
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fashion

jeans
Sizes 23-34,

DKNY Jeans,

$49, Macy's

and zappos

.com

'There are few
jeans I love

more than

black

stovepipes—
they're a

sophisticated

base for

any outfit!"

rachael

studdedstudette

.wordpress.com

jeans
Sizes 25-34,

Levi's Curve

ID, $70,
levi.com

super-faded
"The faded wash is so hot

right now. I love dressing them
up with heels!"

veronika

tkktockvinlage.blogspot.com

042

jeans
Sizes 0-24.

Silver Jeans

Co., $92.
silverjeansco

.com

jeans
Sizes 23-32,

7 For All

Mankind,

$178, 7 For All

Mankind stores

and 7forall

mankind.com
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skinnies
"The right pair can transform
your body—they hug your
curves in all the right ways.

lauren

thevoguevibes.com
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7 For All Mankind
They're so comfortable—and they

make everyone's legs look amazing!
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langley

langsterbatorium.com
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tehlnd the scenes with these fashion

loggers at - J
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get BEASTLYon BLU-RAV& DVD

JUNE 28™
0/I1DNED

CBS FILMS <S
CBS

Available at Target



fashion

jeans
Sizes 00-13,

Bullhead,

$50. PacSun
stores and

pacsun.com

jeans
Sizes 0-13.

Urbanog,

$20,
urbanog.com

'These jeans are so easy to

move in—they're great for

going out and dancing!

kimia

alkimiyd.tumblr.com

044

jeans
Sizes 0-13,

YMI, $58,
ymijeans

.com

With a classic

button-down,
these jeans

can look

polished.

They're
perfectly worn
in but not too

sloppy!"

rachel

fabstyle4u.blogspot.com

"They've got to be
insanely destroyed!

Even with a simple

shirt, these jeans
upgrade your look
in a major way."

annie

anchoponcho

.blogspot.com

jeans
Sizes 0-13,

Roxy, $60,
roxy.com

RoxyDenim
"The slim fit is so

modern, but the lightwash

is so retro '70s!"

alexandra

dashinga.com
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WE MAKE IT

YOU MAKE IT

WE MAKE IT AFFORDABLE

YOU MAKE IT YOURS
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RAS14.

PANTIES

6 FOR S24.99

_V#

TrTi
1

PANTY!
Go to jcp.com and search

Flirtitude to purchase a Flirtitude

bra and receive your free cotton

stretch boy brief panty.

Snap here to shop now!

Go to http://gettag.mobi

to download the free app

and scan the code.

i

v
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NEW LOOK. NEW DA



JESSICASIMPS0NC0LLECTI0N.COM AND MACY'S



on kristen (left): jeans Sizes 25-32. Buffalo David Bitton, $69. Macy's. sweater Silver Jeans Co. shirt Forever 21. necklace Pono.

bag Olivia and Joy. silver bangles By Natalie Frigo. black-and-white bracelet jcpenney. rings Lulu's, shoes Bamboo, onkiki (center):

jeans Sizes S-XL, Southpole, $15, amazon.com. shirt Urban 1972. necklace BCBG Max Azria. string bracelet Ettika.

color bracelet Sunday Fashion, bag AMI Clubwear. shoes Go Jane, on blythe (right):jeans Sizes 24-32, DKNY Jeans, $79, Dillard's.

sweater American Apparel, shirt Wildfox Couture, earrings Lulu's necklace Alexis Bittar. shoes Betsey Johnson.

3

rip it out and take it to the mall!



LIGHT WASH
Dark jeans can make you look smaller, but a super-light

wash fills out your curves and makes you look taller!

HIGH-WAIST

Brand: Levis

Style: Skinny Curve ID

Sizes 25-33, $70,
levl.com

Brand: DKNY Jeans

Style: Extreme Flare

Sizes 24-32, $3&,
Dillard's

topShoshanna. necklace Gorjana.beltToneka. black-and-white
bangle CC Skye. leopard bangle GoJane. black bracelet Ettika.

watch Nixon, stone ririg Skova Soul, bow ring By Boe. shoes Shiekh.



ROLLED JEANS
Cute cuffs highlight your long legs (and you'll

never worry about too-short inseams again)!

Bfdnd: UK Style by French

Connection

Style: Boyfriend Wash Jean

Sizes 2-16. $30,
Sears and sears.com

DARK WASH

Brand: ymi

Style: Sexy Boyfriend Jean

Sizes 0-13, $58,
ymijeans.com

DISTRESSED

Brand: American Eagle

Outfitters

Style: Boyfit Crop Jean

Sizes 00-18, $50,
ae.com

jacket Lucca Couture, shirt Nation LTD. necklace Losselliani.

gullet bracelet CC Skye. crystal bracelet Ted Rossi.

ring Allison Daniel Designs, belt Toneka. shoes Dollhouse. h- SEVENTEEN.COM
I've got all the best fits for y<

store! Start shopping now at ii.com/shoppiiig

.

,



FLAP POCKETS
Dramatic detailing on the pockets

makes your rear look perfectly perky.

Brdiul; Aeropostale

Style: Patch Pocket Flare

Sizes 00-14, $28,

select Aeropostale stores

and aeropostale.com

Brand: Vanilla Star Jeans

Style: Skinny Repair Stitch

Sizes 1-13. $38,

Fred Meyer stores and Belk

shirt Wkshp. cuff Edun. bracelet Gorjana. sneakers Keds.



DARK RINSE
Show off your best asset in midnight-blue

jeans—they'll hug and streamline your curves!

SUBTLE DESIGN ASYMMETRICAL POCKETS

Brand: Fragile

Style: 5 Pocket Jegging

Sizes 0-13. $44,

hohls.com

CURVED POCKETS

Brand: wet seal

Style: Fashionlsta Skinny Jean

Sizes 00-15, $27, Wet Seal stores

and wetseal.com

STRETCH

s

top Kara Jamc. belt jcpenney. ring AMI Clubwear. shoes Shiekh.

Brand: Joit

Style: Signature 6 Pocket

Super Skinny Jean

Sizes 1-13. $34,

nordstrom.com

Brand: Mavi Jeans

Style: Super Stretch

Sizes 24-32, $78,

mavi.com

•
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BLACK JEANS
Pitch-black jeans skim over your curves and smooth

out any bumps so your shape looks ultra-sleek!

CLASSIC

Brand: Levi's

Style: Utility Legging

Sizes 1-13, $48,
levi.com

HIGH-WAIST

Brand! Daang Goodman
Tripp NYC

Style: Skinny Stretch

Sizes 12-28. $48,
torrld.com

for Brand: Paris Blues

Style: High Rise Ultra Skinny

Sizes 1-13, $30,
call 310-605-2000 to order

CARGO POCKETS ULTRA-SKINNY

Brand: Aeropostale

Style: Rinse Jegglng

Sizes 00-18. $23,

aeropostale.com

,top torrid, earrings Emily Elizabeth, gold chainbracelet BCBGeneration. silver stud
cuff Forever 21. blue bracelet Vacca. colorbangle Bombay Jewelry, brass bracelet

Lia Sophia, watch Lulu's. nngTopshorj. boots D^Martens.
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MIDRISE
The higher waistline cinches in your

tummy and prevents any annoying rolls!

m i

Brand: it

Style: Curvy Boot

Sizes 24-33. $74,
thebluesjeanbar.com

ULTRA-FLARE SKINNY FLARE

»

* *

;

»*-«
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Brand: Big star

Style: Khloe Mid Rise Trouser

Sizes 24-32, $94,
bigstarusa.com

STOVEPIPE

F Brand: Express ^r^

Style: Stella Flare

Sizes 00-12. $70,
Express stores and express.com

PATCH POCKETS

.->

top Love Sam. necklace Emily Elizabeth, belt Urban 1972.

dark green bracelet Ben-Amun.

black-and-green cuff Lia Sophia, shoes Urbanog.

Brand: Loop is

Style: Ankle Biter Jean

Sizes 9-27. $40,
Fashion Bug stores

and fashionbug.com

Brand: Paris Blues

Style: High Rise Flare

Sizes 1-13, $40,
call 310-605-2000 to order



FIND YOUR
perfect look

INSIDE!

WflHStWNTBN'.^-
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mmtm
ULTIMATE GUIDE TO

STYLE
HOW TO FIND YOUR PERFECT LOOK

Available now,
wherever books are sold! MELCHER

MEDIA
RUNNING PRESS

A member oltlie

Per«us Book* Group

runningpiesi.com
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Cali-girl KendallJenner has style in her genes. (She's Kim Kardashian's sister!)
r

\

So she's putting her spin on fall's chill new shape: the skinny flare.
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Kendall (and her sis Kylie) are

video blogging their fashion and
shopping tips all month long! Go
to seventeen.com/kendallandkylie now!

true blue
Sizes 24-32,
Ronan, $187,

revolveclothing.com

)

r

i»

w

more
SKINNY-FLARE JEANS!

indigo
Sizes 24-32. Cult of

Individuality, $98,
Buckle stores and

cuttoflndlviduallty.com

faded
Sizes 1-13,

Rewash, $33,
Macy's

braided
Sizes 23-32.

Paige, $199,
paigeusa.com

.
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lean-ious deals
Rock your denim in a cute new way! These fun

hat
Make Me
Chic, $12.
makemechic

.com

j* SEVENTEEN*
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FIND US AT FACEB00K.COM/BI0RESKIN

Biore Blemish

Fighting Ice Cleanser

removes over 99% of dirt

that can cause blemishes.

So get the dirt off. and

get clear skin.

Biore

\



star styles for a steal
Give your denim an A-list update: These celebrity looks are all $35 or under!

SLEEK GRAY | COOL SLASHES FRONT FADE

^_

2

IA

gray
Sizes 1-13,

Rewash f $33,
Macy's

«

v>

s

SEVENTEEN.
iress up your favorite celeb;

at



HAT $10.99

PLAID SHIRT $16
TANK $10
SKINNY CARGO
BOOTIE $35
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dotted tank
+\

i

w. V.VVJ

top
Sizes S-L,

Urban 1972.

$38,
rbanl972.com

faded shinnies

sweater

Sizes XS-L, Ezekiel,

Tilly's stores

• •

t • • » •

I • I • *
• • • • »

Sizes l-9 f

Highway,

Rainbow

stores

back-to-school

essentials!
When you mix and match these staples,

you II get a semester's worth of great style.

• §

floral dress
dress

Sizes XS-XL,

jcpenney, $30,
jcpenney

n r

lightweight cardi

Sizes S-L,

Heritage 1981,

select

,

Heritage 1981
stores, Forever 21

stores, and

heritagel981

.com

striped mini

skirt

Sizes 0-12, BCBGenSation,
$108, Lord &Ta^r

-* F i

+%

A

denim
vest

Sizes S-XL, Cult of

Individuality, $98,
cultoflndivlduallty.com

w

2

sporty tee

tee

Sizes S-XL,

Junk Food

Clothing, $28,
revolveclothing

.com
yfriend blazer

blazer
Sizes S-L.

Charlotte Russe,

$3?, Charlotte

Russe stores

oxford
Sizes XS-XL,

Charlotte

Russe, $25.
Charlotte

Russe stores -\V

*
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w
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Where Creativity Happens

embrace

Create the hottest fashion accessories

with elements you find at Michaels. We

have everything you need to explore the

latest trends and make your own amazing

creations. Visit ls.com/ fo

instructions, information and inspiration.

H\icM5

YOUR ENTIRE REGULAR
PRICE PURCHASE
INCLUDES JEWELRY

COUPON VALID JULY 3, 201

1

THROUGH SEPTEMBER 3, 201

1

EXdUOES CLEARANCE. BUYt GET ITEMS, ONLINE PURCHASES, MIDESKN*
MICHAELS" PRODUCTS. SPKIAL ORDER CUSTOM F10RAIARRANGEMENT5,

SPECIAL ORDER CUSTOM HUMES AND MATERIALS, ENGRAVED PLATES.

TV FRAMING HARDWARE HTS. BOOKS AND MAGAZINES, YUOU MACHINE.

BROTHER. AND AlLCJtlCUTANDSLKE PRODUCTS.

One coupon per customer pe* day. Original coupon must be sunendeitd al lime

oJ purchase. May not be uvd for pnot purthays or sale once terns of combined

witt) any other coupon, otter, sale or discount May not be used to purchase gift

car*, debn <ards> class fee* In-sttw aciMile, birthday party booking lew or

Manhattan courier fees Valid at Michaels stores onk bmned to sloit on Kand

tortprodiKt»woretaow»na^

Name:

Email:

6ypwflW^uf^a*I,tf*rc^

oil al any ttnip. fttMoVq your name ^rtd/or emal l* not rfqurritomJettnawpcfL

<. 00100 88166 8

&201 1 Michaels Stores, Inc. 0011 15

BO
Exclusively at Michaels*

Bead Landing™ C'est la Vie'" Floral Cameo Necklace and Headband

- !:. -i- i~ 1
1

>
. .irast with flowery fabfic rharn - eate this romarr .



fashion

bright sweater

+ 1
ruffled

oxford

+ I
faded shinnies

necklace Make Me Chic. $11, makemechlcxom. hat Block

Headwear, $58. blockheadwear.com. cuff Lulu's, $12, lulus

.com. sneakers Sizes 5-11, Keds, $40, keds.com.

necklaces Fantasy Jewelry Box, $35 each.

fantasyjewelrybox.com. bangles Bombay Jewelry, $40
for set of five, bombayjewelry.com. shoes Sizes 5*6-10,

Make Me Chic. $17, makemechic.com.

sunglasses Quay Eyeware. $35. karmaloopxom,

scarf Sir Alistair Rai. $48, siralistairrai.com.

shoes Sizes 6-11. Paris Hilton Footwear. $89,
macys.com.

lightweight cardi

striped mini

Ughtwet

floralI dress

JBB&!
T

necklace Betsey Johnson. $75, select Macy's. clutch Call It sunglasses Quay Eyeware, $35, karmaloop.com.

Spring, S15. jcpenney. socks We Love Colors, S4, wclovccolors bangles Bombay Jewelry, $13 for set of eight, bombayjewelry

.com. shoes Sizes 6-11. Unionbay. $59, unionbay.com. .com. shoes Sizes 5V2-10. Urbanog, $25. urbanog.com.

062 :• SEVENTEEN.CO
T Seventeen* editors show you cool n

toksfof school at 7iF>!F9

scarf Lulu's. $14, lulus.com. belt Hyde Collection. $34,
800-669-8218. bag Make Me Chic, $24. makemechic.com,

booties Sizes 5-10. Forever 21. $28, select Forever 21
stores and forever21.com.
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FRUITS LOOM.

a fresh collection

Love what you've got and keep it smooth.

A **
Try our Incredible Push-Up Bra.

- Give yourself a boost!

V

•"••I.
*•!

; *

«*?*
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Amp up your curves!

^aWealWalmartandVW WJ
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FRESH YEAR, FRESH START

<f

The countdown to college has officially begun!
Start prepping your skin now so you can flaunt a fresh face

wh you are i
i

roomie. mai- new friends,

and hitting the coolest parties! Clearasil® has all the products

needed to keep you looking and feeling awesome for your

campus debut.

Clear skin is the confidence boost every girl needs to start

the semester off right While other products may only fight acne
marks after they fom

products get a head
ipearance of marks.

NEW Clearasil Ultra® Acne+Marks

Follow these steps to help fight acne
and wash away fears of visible marks: Ciearssil

ULTRA*

EH]

Cover the affected areas with a thin layer

of Acne+Marks Spot Lotion 1-3

times daily for best results I

Acne + Marks
_Spot Lotion

[•][«lY4uIiffl«=tsMTM^C^»I*T»vli

count down to the start of school!

Ciearasil
ultra-

IEDUCQ

MARKS

k up these Clearasil products for visibly clearer skin!

Clearasil Ultra* Acne+Marks Wash and Mask

Zits and marks be gone! This product starts working instantly to not

or <ck pores & clear pimples fast, but also to tight the formation

s and soothe redness. Not only ts it a reliable wash, it also can

be used as a deep treatment mask—how cool is that? Just leave it on

your skin for up to 10 minutes, 1 -2 times a week as needed.

Clearasil Ultra* Acne+Marks Spot Lotion

This product is spot on! II works to help clear acne and fight the

appearance of visible marks from the start of pimple formation. With the

powerful acne-fighting agent 2% Salicylic Acid, as well as a combination

of Niacinamide (Vitamin B3) and licorice root extract, the appearance

of red marks will be drastically reduced just in time for school—phewl

Clearasil

Acne+Marl<

'ash and Mas.

MARKS

Learn more about Clearasil Science @ clearasil.us

and visit us @ Facebook.com/clearasilUS
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ANT STOP TOUCHING IT?

EAL IT TO CLEAR IT

0248.9

A

HOURS

Clearasil* Science* Seal-To-Clear" Gel

seals and protects the pimple to visibly

reduce redness and pimple size You'll

look and feel awesome in as little as 4 hours

Ciearasil
ULTRA*

To]

OF LOOKING
AWESOME nJ

[?IM
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ONE-SWIPE
WONDERS

i A 1

1

1 I I L—** i'Wii ^B *iH l l*i 1 f'^T* H i

scribble is all you need to get glam.

9

One click of this

foundation pen
lets you zone
in on just the
spots that need
coverage.

try: Lancdme Telnt

Miracle Instant

Retouch Pen, $30,
department stores try: Tarte SmolderEyes Clay Uner In

Plum, $25, Sephora stores

bronze

\ metallic gives von

n insian I glow.p

try: Revlon Luxurious Color Smoky
Crayon in Bronze Smoke, $10. drugstores

Swirl a sheer
coral stain onto
the apples of your
cheeks to look

magically
sun-kissed.

try: Benefit Cha Cha
Tint, $29. Sephora

stores

Dab tinted lip balm
on for a candy-like

glaze. (It looks even
better when it's not
applied perfectly!)

try: Revlon Super Lustrous

Lip Balm in Peach Crystal,

$8, drugstores

Makeup artists know how to get major impact

without major work. Steal their tips!

/ clump- "\

free lashes \
Toss your lash comb! Just

touch your mascara wand to a

clean tissue before you coat ;

your lashes to wipe out blobs. /
try: CoverGirl NatureLuxe •"

«. Mousse Mascara in Black, .•"

""-, $9 T drugstores ••"

l

M -

/ evenblush
Dust cheeks with a big, fluffy

powder brush. It covers a

wider surface area than a

blush brush, so you get more

color in less time.

try: Sephora Collection Double-

. Ended Perfect Complexion Brush, .•

"• $35, Sephora stores

/Vsaturated

shadow

4

..••
•-,

Spritz your brush with water

before applying shadow: The

moisture intensifies the shade,

so you don't have to layer.

\try:Sonia Kashuk Brush Couture
m

'«._ Large Eye Shadow Brush, _.•"

$8, Target stores

'
•"



SHORTCUTS!
A'l [#I*I?IiI-l! (IVMli-U

how to look hot in less time.

/wash at night
Gather damp hair In a high bun before

bedtime. You'll wake up in the morning

with soft, pretty texture.

/ get mega volume
Mist hands with hairspray, then

massage your scalp. It's an easy (and

relaxing!) way to set your style.

/focus on the front
When you're In a rush, Just perfect

the pieces that frame your face. When
these look polished, so do you!

INSTA-STYLER!
The ultimate lazy-girl tool to

create big, bouncy curls: It heats

up, then rotates for you.

try: EZ Curler, $80. ezcurler.com

_
n

>-. o

iz r
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Gatheryour delicate

strands into a flirty*Slue

braid. Adab ofpomade
keeps flyaways in place.

try: Garnler Fructls Style

Pure Clean Finishing Paste.

$5. drugstores

Turn a plain

ponvinloaglam
rolled bun.

Twist it al the

base and roll it

forward, then

pin the ends in

place. Seal with

hairspray.

try: Aveeno

Nourish + Style

Fortifying Hairspray,

$6, drugstores

Gathervour

hish curls into a

polislied Side

sweep. Start

with a squirt of

curlingmousse

on damp hair,

then blow-dry

withadiffuser.

try: L'Oreal Paris

Studio Line Springing

Curls Mousse, $5.
drugstores

Playupyour
springy
curls lo their

best advantage^B
byusing a curl ^Jw
spray to keep

them really

smooth, shiny,

and defined.

try: Samy Twisted

Curl Define Spray,

$5. Rite Aid stores

SPRAV

Applya dab of

stalingcream

on dry hair-

it will give

you grip to

make pre I ty

Iw is Is along

your hairline.

try: Salon by Sally

Hershberger

Mineral Cream,

$24, hsn.com
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Exquisite color. Ignited by light.

Explosive eyes
are born.

INTRODUCING

EYESTUDICT
COLOR EXPLOSION
LUMINIZING EYESHADOW

Sweep on our sophisticated pigments.

Then glide on our exclusive luminizing

topcoat to unleash a surge of multi-

dimensional color. Prepare for impact.

5 shades that will blow you away.

I I

i

HU^3 :m
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j]wwj:<:ad:i=i:i=4Yi>'ir: YBELLINE.COM NEW YORK
Emily is wearing New Eye Studio Color Explosion"'' Luminizing Eyeshadow in Foresl Fury. 552011 Maybelline LLC.
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TREATMENTS
In and save some time! These new

products get the tough Jobs done faster.

-.ate
Son ile

1,110 "P

/Chciic-co-Go*

' 125.»L OOf

lepadgiw

you the effects ofa pro

exfoliatingtreatment

in three minutes! I so it

twicea^veektosoakup
*

* i 1 anil nix flake;

:y; Kate Somerville Clinic-to-Go

Resurfacing Peel Pads, $48 for

16 pads, Sephora stores

foracne marks lo fa

This2-in- 1 lotion

tackles Iwvakoui

try: Clearasil Ultra Acne + Marks

Spot Lotion, $9. drugstores

try: Olay

Professional Pro-X

Advanced

Cleansing System,

$30, drugstores mask for

(minutes ihismotorized

scrubberdeep-cleans even

belter in6o seconds flat!

": V

breakouts
Skip concealer—just dip a

fine-tipped brush into the lip of

your foundation jar where the

product gets thick. It'll cover

better and blend perfectly. ;

"• try: EcoTools Bamboo •*

*. Deluxe Concealer Brush, .•

$6, ULTA stores ..

/ make\
pores invisible \

Instead of caking on powder to j

cover your pores, wear this

mattifying primer alone or under «

makeup for a flawless finish. .'

* r* *

\ try: Cllnlque Pore Refining Solutions/
*• Instant Perfector in Invisible •*

"•. Bright, $18. clinique.com.

Nl<

**HMI1»*4

/' / tone "\

down redness
Dab this soothing lotion

on big red breakouts to bring

down swelling and calm

irritated skin.

try: Dr. Brandt Blemishes

No More Redness Relief, $35,
(

• Sephora stores •*

You can't always control your g
skin, so here's how to solve

Issues in a split second.

1

o
2
C£

CO

_

o

'A

¥ SEVENTEEN.C
easiest

salon. Start the transformation now at

UJ

C
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Pencil's delivery + Cream's intensity.

Bolder. Smoother.

Unlike any other.
THE NEW GENERATION OF LINER HAS ARRIVED.

Turn

m 6 m
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NEW

EYESTUDIO

tfMWt
REAM PENCIL

I

MASTER DELIVERY with cream's ultra-glide.

MASTER INTENSITY from the highest concentration of pigments.

MASTER WEAR with waterproof, smudgeproof, 24-hr wow! k

n 6 dramatic shades.

^i^i<fei^i^i
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I t DISCOVER THE NEW MAYBEL
Ju'ia is wearing New Eye S

NE.COM 1
Midnight Master. ©2011 K

t^^ NEW YORK
1Aellme LL
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1 your flirtiest
first week!

Start the school year off with a beauty bang! You'll turn heads in the hallway with

these pretty new looks, by molly ritterbeck

how-to: Steal the

spotlight with

luminous skin! Dot a

liquid highlighter

along your cheekbones
under your foundation

so the subtle glow
shines through. Then
swipe along your lids

for a super-dewy look.

try: Giorgio Armani Eyes to

Kill Intense in Gold Blitz, $32.
gi o rgioarma nlbea uty-usa.com

: Benefit

Cosmetics Girl

Meets Pearl, $30,
Sephora stores

Axntni

072 seventeen.com I AUGUST 2011

try: Rimmel

London Sexy

Curves Full Body

Mascara in Black,

$7, drugstores

I

a
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PLUM POUT
how-to: Show
mega confidence

with a deep lip

stain. The wash of

rich color brings

out the warmth in

vourskin!

"\x

.**
.AT

^*+*^

FROSTY LIPS
how-to: When you're

hanging out with friends,

highlight your natural

beauty with a swipe of a

pearly pink gloss.

i -

^£SS£
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wpS NEWYORK COLO?
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try: NYC New
York Color

Smooch Proof

16HR Up
Stain In

Forever Mine

Wine, $5,
drugstores

GRAPHIC GREEN
how-to: Welcome the

weekend with a totally

unexpected look! Use
shimmering olive liner to

trace upper lashes stalling

at the inner corner and
extending about a quarter

of an inch past the outer

corner. Keep building until

you reach your crease.

LX-»«| I

ROSY FLUSH
how-to: Get a burst of color

by swiping a creamy blush

onto cheeks. This one
hydrates with vitamins for

an ultra-fresh effect

—

perfect for spending time

with the fam!

try: Too Faced

Full Bloom

Cheek and Lip

Color In Sweet

Pea, $21,
toofaced.com

UJ

S>
try: Stila

Sparkle

Waterproof

Liquid Eye Liner

in Flash, $22,
stilacosmetics

.com

^ i H
r

9

try: Revlon

ColorBurst

Lipgloss in

Pink Ice, $8,

drugstores

n
T
tn

O ;:• (©SEVENTEEN
Follow on Twitter to see how our Beauty
Smartles do their makeup every day of the week!

".:'
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perfect
blowout

!

Want fresh-from-the-salon hair?

Be your own stylist with

these expert tips, by meredith gray

• Rough-dry your hair (using

just your fingers) on a low speed
until your roots feel dry but the

length of your hair is still damp.
This helps prevent damage—and
cuts down on styling time!

/A

To get mega shine and to

stop frizz before it starts,

after you finish drying

It will seal the cuticle so it

stayssmooth.

• Style the front first-it

dries fast, so you need to set

the shape! Loop a two-inch

round brush underneath each
section, and curl the hair

^ toward your face, holding it

taut until it's completely dry.

• Pull your hair up toward the

ceiling as you dry to get lots of

lift and body at the roots.

Add these to your arsenal for pro-worthy style.

Tacklethe rest ofyour
hair in two-inch sections,

starting at the sides and working
your way toward the back.

Hold the brush (not the dryer)

in your dominant writing hand,

so you have more strength for

smoothing out the tough spots.

The magic behind

this brush Is that it

has squared edges

that grab your hair

better to give it

extra volume.

try: Denman
Squargonomics

DSQ4 Extra-

Large

Brush, $18,
soap.com

BLOW-DRY LOTION
Pick a cream with a heat

protectant that won't weigh
your hair down. This one

also gives it style memory
to hold your shape In place.

try: Organix Soft & Silky Vanilla Silk

Blow Dry Cream, S7, Target stores

%

-2>

3
Give your arms a rest— here's
how to stretch out your do.

"dayi"|
For locks that look soft 1

(not crunchy!), mist

the air above you with

hairspray.andletit

settle over your head

to get an even coating.

r day2i
Sleep with your hair

in a top knot to

maintain volume and

smoothness. In the

a.m., just shake itout

to reset the shape.

r DAY3 "I
Nix greasy spots

along your hairline

with a squirt of dry

shampoo, and brush

through. It will give

your roots extra lift!

rDAY4"l
Use your hair's

natural oils to your
advantage: Brush

through from roots

to ends to create a

sleek pony.

<T74 17 EXPERT: MariLynne Mele, stylist at Blow, the New York Blow Dry Bar.
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ADVERTISEMENT

There's, nothing like Back-to-School-. the friends., the excitement,

the new clothes ! Along with the fall season comes lots of fun

events, and each one is an opportunity to show off your unique

personal style. To help jumpstart your school year, I'm bringing you

my Must-have head-to-toe products and insider tips. Front a first

date with the cutie in your class to a new internship, check out ways

to look and feel your best for every occasion! . .

xow -Awy
'SPONSORED BY HEARST COMMUNICATIONS. WC. Seventeen Beauly Challenge Gtft-Wlth-Purchase sponsored by Hearst Communications, Inc. To get a free gift from Seventeen, be one of the ftst 750 to text BTS to 467467 and enter Biree Qualifying

UPC cafes. 750 gifts available. Promobon starts June 28. 201 1 al 1 2:QlAM (ET) and ends August 8. 201 1 at 1 1 :59PM (ET). or whte supplies last. Each person who texts to recede a free gift also consents to recewe a text message notification of

whether you are one of the 750 vnmers or not. Sponsor's order of receipt of entries Is final. Mobile phone entrants will be charged standard text messaging rates for text messages sent and received. ShopText has a NO-SPAM promise. Contact your

carrier lor pricing plans and details. Must be female. 1 3-24 years old, and a legal resident of the 50 United States, Puerto Rico, or District of Columbia. Void where prohibited by law. Limit one entry per person. <5?

There is a promotional agreement in place between Scivntem and P&G Beauty. B
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BE PREPARED FOR LAST-MINUTE
PLANS AFTER PRACTICE
Your teawtootes are there for you during practice, but when it cowes to looking

great post-practice, the ball is in your court. Keep fashion and beauty essentials

in your locker so you're ready for anything.

Do an about face with Olay

Wet Cleansing Cloths

specially formulated for

sensitive skin to remove

dirt and make-up (even

waterproof mascara!),

leaving skin soft and smooth.

Freshen up and feel the love of

Secret Scent Expressions

Ooh-La-La Lavender, available in

Clinical Strength protection, Scent

Expressions Invisible Solid, Scent

Expressions Clear Gel, and matching

Scent Expressions Body Splash.

rr^rrrrr

Keeping Tampax Pearl tampons on-hand is a must.

Tampax Pearl features a leakguard braid to help stop

leaks before they happen—on or oft the court.



ADVERTISEMENT

SHOW OFF YOUR INNER GODDESS
ON A FIRST DATE
You've mastered the casual chic look when you're strutting down the hallway, but when

your crush -finally asks you out on that -first date, stepping up your look is a Must Let

your inner goddess shine with head-turning hair, -flirty eyes, and incredibly smooth legs

Your eyes are your fllrtiest feature! Give

them a blast of volume PLUS incredible

length, rain or shine, with COVERGIRL

LashBlast Fusion Water Resistant

Mascara (also available in regular).

Rock a short dress with confidence knowing

that your legs have gotten a shave fit for a

goddess. The Venus Embrace gives you

Venus' closest shave. Use it with Satin Care

Sensitive Skin Shave Gel for incredible

protection against nicks and cuts.

••-•••*•*

A good first date will last tor

hours, so plan ahead and help

fight frizz for a beautiful look

that lasts. Aussie Smoothing

Serum will keep frizz under

control for up to 24 hours, even

in high humidity.



ADVERTISEMENT

PUT YOUR BEST FACE FORWARD
FOR YOUR SCH • I L ID PHOTO
\fs easy to fust roll out of bed and show up for your IV picture. But retoewber, you'll

be flashing that IV for a long tine, so plain ahead to Make sure that you love it. Gorgeous

hair met a brilliantsmHe are the perfect accessories to help you feel your best on

picture day and look super cute in your photo.

Touchable waves never

go out of style. Get locks

that are worthy of the

spotlight with Herbal

Essences Shampoo
and Conditioner. Its

hydro-activated silkening

blends will help you achieve

surprisingly smoother,

silkier hair in one shower.

• *••#

Start perfecting your smile 2 weeks prior to photo day. Crest 3D White

Vivid Toothpaste whitens by removing up to 80% of surface stains in just

2 weeks. Then right before you step in front of the camera, use COVERGIRL

NatureLuxe Gloss Balm to finish off your smile with soft color and sheen

with SPF 15. Try Hibiscus, shown here!

^fO, you'll'have your W forsacral

"*ert,i* a Uttlc more timeless Try

'JZ'*
c,asslc fabric (,accws

J*«*f
test of time!) a^ kJpyour makeup lf9Ht ant ntvral



ADVERTISEMENT

UPGRADE YOUR L • II K TO BE
THE STANDOUT INTERN
In order to \ow* your boss, you'll need to look and feci like a pro. Polished hair,

a beautiful swile, and fresh skiv\ will help you qct the confidence to turn your

internship into the fob of your dreaws.

"w Ighftasei sySww
"sugoested retail prtce

Get a million dollar smile

without breaking the bank.

Crest 3D Professional

Effects Whitestrips whitens

as well as $500 Treatments,"

but you'll be able to afford it

on your intern's salary!

Looking sleek from head-to-toe

starts with your hair. Pantene

Split End Repair Keratin

Protection Creme helps end

split ends, making your locks

look polished to perfection.

Step up your beauty routine

starting in the shower with

Olay Luscious Embrace

Clear Body Wash. After a

grueling workday, you can

experience specialty store

indulgence at 1/2 the price"!

p »*c C c rr ecrrr

™*'to elevate your look from



ADVERTISEMENT

bet our limited-edition 1? Beauty Challenge-. Declare Your Style tee.

Ifs FREE with the purchase of any three products, featured in this

section (while supplies last).*

TO RECEIVE YOUR TEE, JUST TEXT
TO 467467

Be ready with your qualifying VPC codes 1
.

\

GET THE

Seventeen Style Pro Amy is taking you behind-the-scenes

at our photo shoot! ho to seventeen.coM/dcclareyourstYlc

to check out the action and hear even wore beauty and

style tips from experts.

•SPONSORED BY HEARST COMMUNICATIONS, MC. Seventeen Beauty Challenge Gift-Wsh-Purchase sponsored oy Hearst Communications, UK. To get a free gift from SffMwteert, be one of Hie first 750 lo text BTS lo 467467 and enter three Qualifying

UPC codes 750 gifts available. Pnynobon starts June 28. 2011 at 12 01AM(,E7) and ends August 8. 2011 at 11 :59PM (ET), or white supplies last. Each person who texts to recewe a tree gift also consents to recede a text message notification of

whether you are one of the 750 winners or not, Sponsor's order of receipt of entries is final. MoWe phone entrants will be charged standard text messaging rates for text messages sent and received. SfiopText has a NO-SPAM promise. Contact your

canier for pnong plans and details. Musi be female, 1 3-24 years old. and a legal resident of the 50 United States. Puerto Rico, or Dctrict of Columbia. Void where prohibited by law. Limit one enby per person.

There is a promobonai agreement *i place between Snvntdeti and P&G Beauty
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BEAUTY SUPPLIES
Refresh your beauty routine for the new school year with these w\ust-have items. Naimart is your

one-stop shop for the supplies you need to declare your style with confidence, in every situation 1
.

Exfoliate and

clean down to

T*re pore.

$rct a Bigger

Bolder eye look. M'th Hydro-activated

stiffening ingredients

to moisturize dry

hair for softness.

Achieve all day

hold and control

withoutstiffness

orstickiness.

Soft color and

sheen, with SPFIF.

Extreme hold

for a droop-

resistant 'do.

feel the luve

of Ooh-U-U
Utvender. An all day

Moisturizer with

Vitamins £ k S3.

ocn , ,.
r coi -

'

r-

^Pantene Medium-Thick Smooth definition ftel \f Auss ic instant Freeze Hair Spray

y COVER&IRL Lash8last volume Mascara k PerfectPom Plus Eyeliner y Verbal Essences Hello Hydration Shampoo k Conditioner

^ Crest ProHealth Clean Mint Tooth-paste

V OlayVaily Facials

h/[ COVSmn. NaturcLuxc Moss Balm

^ Secret Scent Expressions deodorant

^r Olay Complete Lotion

^f Tampax Pearl

Available at

iHttTT
Save money. Live better.



beauty

Virtuous Violet Enchautres fen Kisses

Nicole
byOVl

Find us on:

CONTAINS NO DBR TOtUENE, OR FORMALDEHYDE

Model is wearing Virtuous Violet

Try it on at nicolebyopi.com
800.34 1.9999 ©2011 OPI Products inc.

Available at

Walmart
Save money. Live better

and

Walmart.com

red-carpet tricks
These insider tips make celebs look extra perfect, so they'll

JENNIFER
LAWRENCE

HAILEE

STEINFELD

FIGHT FRIZZ!

try: Dove

Nourishing Oil

Care Serum and

Leave-In

Smoothing

Cream, So each,

Walgreens stores

Suave

Look pol ished a 1

1

day vvilli a high

tight hun ami a

sweet headband.

Tame baby hairs

byspritzing

hairSprayon a

toothbrushand

Imisliingyour

hairline back,

INSIDER: JENNY
CHO, SUAVE
PROFESSIONALS
CELEBRITY STYLIST

CREATE PRETTY WAVES!

To get tousled, piecey texture, try this

trick: Mix a (irop ofoil with

smoothing cream in your hands and

then rake the product into your dry

hair from midlength down. Rub

your fingers to the ends for naturally

defined strands!

INSIDER: MARK TOWNSEND,
JENNIFER'S HAIR STYLIST

GET A ROSY GLOW!
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(you can use for school!

)

help you look great through last period, by molly ritterbeck

OK REFRESHED!

On those days when your skin

looks dull and pasty, brighten up

your whole face by applying an

ICy lavender shadow around

your inner tear ducts.

INSIDER: TANIA SAYLOR, DEPARTMENT
HEAD OF MAKEUP FOR WIZARDS OF
WAVERLYPLACE

J

-i

try: MAC Cosmetics Eye

Shadow in Digit, $15,

maccosmetics.com

BEAT A BAD HAIR DAY!

1

Transform an everyday ponytail into a flirty

style bvaddinga bump to the lop! Split hair in

half horizontally and secure the bottom with

an elastic. Back-comb the top for volume and

combine both halves into one ponytail.

INSIDER: ALLAN AVENDANO, SARAH'S HAIRSTYLIST

SARAH HYLAND

try: Tool Structure

Tortoise Backcomber,

$2, sallybeauty.com

\ \

For a perfect

complexion, apply

foundation with a brush,

and then blend with a

makeup sponge.
The brush gives an even

application, and the

sponge softens the

base, making it look

like your natural skin!

INSIDER: TRACEY LEVY,

CELEBRITY MAKEUP ARTIST

try: Beauty

Blender Sponge.

$20, sephora

.com; Bobbi

Brown

Foundation

Brush, $35,
bobbibrown.com

MILAKUNIS

!:• (SSEVENTEENM
Be a beauty expert! Follow on Twitter and
share your beauty tips. They could appear on

they look.



soak it up

!

Don't let an oily face outshine your personality. Try one of

these anti-slick tricks, by mollv ritterbeck

csEiasa
*

-. * 1

/

Workouts turn on your oil glands

temporarily, so prep your skin

with a gel—this one has marine
algae to keep grease in check long
after your sweat session.

try: H30+ Face Oasis Shine-Neutralizing

Gel, $34. ULTA stores

3fc,*

Sop up midday oil

anytime*. These blotting

sheets de-shine without
smudging your makeup,
try: Boscia Green Tea Blotting

Linens Limited Edition, $10 for

pack of 100, sephora.com

r-

«Srf

*M^
.

Keep litis in the

fridge-thc cold will

close up pores,

waking yourskin

look smoother!

Fight grease while

you sleep! Before
bed, swipe on a

liquid exfoliator

with salicylic

acid—over time, it

makes shiny areas
less oily.

try: Clinique Clarifying

Lotion 3, $21 for

13.5 oz., clinique.com

*»'

'4

NfW

Clea$
Clear.

finishes
mattifying

cleanser

Follow withan

Oil-free

moisturizer so

your skin

doesn'tdry outl

oil free

•uptr-vteOftNnc

HhMl* cor j- f*

»CT MORNING
If you tend to get
greasy in the a.m.,

wash your face with

a mattifying

cleanser that will

soak up oil

throughout the day.

try: Clean & Clear

Finishes Mattifying

Cleanser, $7, drugstores

K
L£

Deep clean oily

pores with a
mask—this one with

kaolin clay draws out

grease so it cant
cause pimples!

try: Formula 10.0.6

No Time to Shine

Oil-Absorbing Mud Mask,

$10, Walmart stores

084 ii- SEVENTEEN.
What's the perfect
you? Find out at

Stay matte all day:

Apply an oil-

absorbing powder
on top of your
makeup. The pale

lavender tint of this

one works for every

skin tone so you look
glowy, not ashy!
try: Urban Decay De-Slick

Mattifying Powder, $32.
Sephora stores

<5? a
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BLAME
BiOLOGV

YOU CANT FIGHT YOUR HORMONES, BUT YOU CAN DO SOMETHING ABOUT THE ACNE BREAKOUTS THEY CAUSE. SO BLAME BIOLOGY? THEN 1 . CALL YOUR

DOCTOR, AND 2. ASK ABOUT PRESCRIPTION EPIDUO
n
(adapalene andbenzoylperoxide) GEL 0.1%/2.5° o. IT'S THE FIRST (AND ONLY!) ONCE-A-DAY TOPICAL GEL THAT

COMBINES TWO OF THE MOST WIDELY PRESCRIBED ACNE MEOICATIONS TO WORK ON THE BREAKOUTS YOU HAVE AND HELP PREVENT NEW ONES. EASY.

// YOU COULO MY AO fflOltig YKAJI $3S F3« YOUR EPiOUO MESCRiPYSOft. 60 to [piduo.com to find out how.

IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION: Epiduo* Gel is indicated for the topical treatment of acne vulgaris in patients 12 years and older. Apply to affected skin

once per day, avoiding the eyes, lips and mucous membranes. The most common adverse events associated with use of Epiduo
B
Gel are redness, scaling, dryness,

stinging and burning. In addition, you may also experience contact dermatitis and/or skin irritation. These side effects typically resolve during the first four weeks

of treatment, but speak to your doctor if they persist. You should avoid excessive exposure to sunlight and sunlamps while using Epiduo* Gel, and using sunscreen

products and protective clothing is recommended. Do not use irritating topical products that contain resorcinol, salicylic acid or sulfur when using Epiduo
K

Gel.

Epiduo' Gel has not been tested in pregnant or nursing women, or with the elderly. Pregnancy Category C.

You are encouraged to report negative side effects of prescription drugs to the FDA. Visit www.fda.gov/medwatch, or call 1-800-FDA-10B8.

Please see Brief Summary of Prescribing Information on next page.

' For most insured patients. Restrictions may apply, See EptduoAom/rebate for details. Hot valid for prescriptions re/intiursed under federal/Stats programs

Uninsuredpamts please go to fpidmcom/rebate for more information.

GAIDERMA
CWIWtfltttf to Iffl *ULtf<%

n
Epiduo*

Galiferma is a registered trademark 1 20 n Galderma Laboratories. LP EPI-B5QA Printed in USA 3/11 L I - Ctf.
1



EPIDUO™ Rxonly

(adapalene and benzoyl peroxide) Gel 0.1% / 2.5%

For Topical Use Only

Not For Ophthalmic, Oral, or Intravaginal Use.

BRIEF SUMMARY

INDICATIONS AND USAGE

EPIDUO Gel is a combination of adapalene, a retinoid, and benzoyl peroxide, and is

indicated for the topical treatment of acne vulgaris in patients 12 years of age and

older.

CONTRAINDICATIONS

None.

WARNINGS AND PRECAUTIONS

Ultraviolet Light and Environmental Exposure: Avoid exposure to sunlight and

sunlamps. Wear sunscreen when sun exposure cannot be avoided.

Erythema, scaling, dryness, and stinging/burning may occur with use of EPIDUO

Gel.

ADVERSE REACTIONS

Observed local adverse reactions in patients treated with EPIDUO Gel were

erythema, scaling, dryness, stinging, and burning. Other most commonly reported

adverse events (£1%) in patients treated with EPIDUO Gel were dry skin, contact

dermatitis, application site burning, application site irritation, skin irritation.

DRUG INTERACTIONS

Exercise caution in using preparations containing sulfur, resorcinol, or salicylic acid,

medicated or abrasive soaps and cleansers and products with high concentrations

of alcohol or astringents in combination with EPIDUO Gel.

Concomitant use of topical products with a strong drying effect can increase irrita-

tion. Use with caution.

Pregnancy

Pregnancy Category C. There are no well-controlled trials in pregnant women
treated with EPIDUO Gel. Animal reproduction studies have not been conducted

with the combination gel or benzoyl peroxide. Furthermore, such studies are not

always predictive of human response; therefore. EPIDUO Gel should be used during

pregnancy only if the potential benefit justifies the risk to the fetus.

No teratogenic effects were observed in rats treated with oral doses of 0.15 to 5.0

mg adapalene/kg/day, up to 25 times (mg/m2/day) the maximum recommended hu-

man dose (MRHD) of 2 grams of EPIDUO Gel. However, teratogenic changes were

observed in rats and rabbits when treated with oral doses of £ 25 mg adapalene/

kg/day representing 123 and 246 times MRHD, respectively. Findings Included

cleft palate, microphthalmia, encephalocele and skeletal abnormalities in rats; and

umbilical hernia, exophthalmos and kidney and skeletal abnormalities in rabbits.

Dermal teratology studies conducted in rats and rabbits at doses of 0.6-6.0 mg
adapalene/kg/day [25-59 times (mg/m2

) the MRHD) exhibited no fetotoxicity and

only minimal increases in supernumerary ribs in both species and delayed ossifica-

tion in rabbits.

Nursing Mothers

It is not known whether adapalene or benzoyl peroxide is excreted in human milk

following use of EPIDUO Gel. Because many drugs are excreted in human milk,

caution should be exercised when EPIDUO Gel is administered to a nursing woman.

Pediatric Use

Safety and effectiveness of EPIDUO Gel in pediatric patients under the age of 12

have not been established.

Geriatric Use

Clinical studies of EPIDUO Gel did not include sufficient numbers of subjects aged

65 and over to determine whether they respond differently from younger subjects.

Carcinogenesis, Mutagenesis, Impairment of Fertility

No carcinogenicity, photocarcinogenicity, genotoxicity, or fertility studies were

conducted with EPIDUO Gel.

Carcinogenicity studies with adapalene have been conducted in mice at topical

doses of 0.4, 1.3, and 4.0 mg/kg/day (1.2, 3.9, and 12 mg/m2/day), and in rats at

oral doses of 0.15, 0.5. and 1.5 mg/kg/day (0.9, 3.0, and 9.0 mg/m2
/day). In terms

of body surface area, the highest dose levels are 9.8 (mice) and 7.4 times (rats)

the MRHD of 2 grams of EPIDUO Gel. In the rat study, an increased incidence of

benign and malignant pheochromcytomas in the adrenal medulla of male rats was

observed.

No significant increase in tumor formation was observed in rodents topically

treated with 15-25% benzoyl peroxide carbopol gel (6-10 times the concentration

of benzoyl peroxide in EPIDUO Gel) for two years. Rats received maximum daily

applications of 138 (males) and 205 (females) mg benzoyl peroxide/kg. In terms

of body surface area, these levels are 27-40 times the MRHD. Similar results were

obtained in mice topically treated with 25% benzoyl peroxide carbopol gel for 56

weeks followed by intermittent treatment with 15% benzoyl peroxide carbopol gel

for rest of the 2 years study period, and in mice topically treated with 5% benzoyl

peroxide carbopol gel for two years.

The role of benzoyl peroxide as a tumor promoter has been well established in

several animal species. However, the significance of this finding in humans is

unknown.

In a photocarcinogenicity study conducted with 5% benzoyl peroxide carbopol gel,

no increase in UV-induced tumor formation was observed in hairless mice topically

treated for 40 weeks.

No photocarcinogenicity studies were conducted with adapalene. Hov/ever, animal

studies have shown an increased tumorigentc risk with the use of pharmacologi-

cally similar drugs (e.g., retinoids) when exposed to UV irradiation in the laboratory

or sunlight. Although the significance of these findings to humans is not clear,

patients should be advised to avoid or minimize exposure to either sunlight or

artificial irradiation sources.

Adapalene did not exhibit mutagenic or genotoxic effects in vitro (Ames test,

Chinese hamster ovary cell assay, mouse lymphoma TK assay) or in vivo (mouse

micronucleus test).

Bacterial mutagenicity assays (Ames test) with benzoyl peroxide has provided

mixed results, mutagenic potential was observed in a few but not in a majority of

investigations. Benzoyl peroxide has been shown to produce single-strand DNA
breaks in human bronchial epithelial and mouse epidermal cells, it has caused

DNA-protein cross-links in the human cells, and has also induced a dose-depend-

ent increase in sister chromatid exchanges in Chinese hamster ovary cells.

In rat oral studies, 20 mg adapalene/kg/day (120 mg/mVday; 98 times the MRHD
based on mg/m7

/day comparison) did not affect the reproductive performance and

fertility of h males and females, or growth, development and reproductive function

of Fi offspring.

No fertility studies were conducted with benzoyl peroxide.

PATIENT COUNSELING INFORMATION
- Advise patients to cleanse the area to be treated with a mild or soapless

cleanser; pat dry. Apply EPIDUO Gel as a thin layer, avoiding the eyes, lips and

mucous membranes.
- Advise patients not to use more than the recommended amount and not to

apply more than once daily as this will not produce faster results, but may

increase irritation.

- EPIDUO Gel may cause irritation such as erythema, scaling, dryness, stinging

or burning.

- Advise patients to minimize exposure to sunlight, including sunlamps. Recom-

mend the use of sunscreen products and protective apparel, (e.g.. hat) when

exposure cannot be avoided.

- EPIDUO Gel may bleach hair and colored fabric.

Marketed by:

GALDERMA LABORATORIES, LP.

Fort Worth. Texas 76177 USA
Manufactured by:

Galderma Production Canada Inc.

Baie d'Urfe. QC. H9X 3S4 Canada

Made in Canada.

GALDERMA is a registered trademark.

Revised: December 2008

P51 356-0
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What's Your Style?

Introducing the new look of U by Kotex*, The newest,

mosl stylish line of K0TEXc products that refuses to

be dull.

Starting July 1 5, find out your style personality

by going to seventeen.com/ubykotex to take the

"What's Your Style?" quiz. Plus get additional styling

tips from Seventeen Style Pro Ashley.

XOXG A<Jd*%

IhefeGapnjmcrtlvn&sqreen^fcDtxebefw^

Enter the "Material Girl Makeover" Sweepstakes!

Spontaneous, fearless, and forever trendy, Material Girls know how to make a statement. This is your chance

to shine and join Kelly Osbourne as the ultimate Material Girl!

Go to seventeen.com/materialgirl to enter for your chance to win the "Material Girl Makeover" Sweepstakes.

One lucky winner will receive a stylish ensemble of her choice from the Material Girl Collection and a visit to

a hip salon for a complete head-to-toe hook-up just in time for Back-to-School.

Tweet MG ©MaterialGirlCol and like' MG on Facebook

atfacebook.com/materialgirlcollection!

MATERIAL GIRL
MO PURCHASE NECESSARY TO ENTER OR WW SEVENTEEN MATERIAL GIRL MAKEOVER" SWEEPSTAKES. Spcnmrwi

tVrtardCDimixtcalb^ a.m. bF en June 26, 2011 andertfial n .59 on tl en

August 8. 2011 .TO enter goto seventee^cowmal^ Open to females,

who are residents of the U.S. or District of Columbia between 13 and 24 years c*d. Void in Puerto Rico and where

prohibited, for complete rules fiO to sewnteen com- matenalQlri.

Win Michaels "Trends of the Season" Sweepstakes!

Add some sparkle to your style. This season, design your own show-stopping jewelry from Michaels.

Visit seventeen.com/michaels or text MICHAELS to 467467 to enter for a chance to win one of 17

$100 gift cards and receive DIY tips from Michaels, the ultimate destination for all your jewelry

making needs.

Where Creativity Happens*

D
MO PLRChASE NECESSARY TO ENTER OR WIN MICHAELS "TODS GF THE SEASON" SWEEPSTAKES. Sponsored by Hearst Communi:atons. Ix. Sweepstakes

begroai 1201 amHw Jure28.20Maiidenosatli^ Iv«^^^erter:'(i^WlCIV^LS:o467^7o-(OooiDSWBrte^
convmichaels and comptefe and stfHtf ire entry form. Mobile phone entrant; vwl be charged standard text messaging rates lor tent messages sent and received

lew -AH receive one text message to confirm your entry. ShopTe« has a NO-SPAM ptornee. Contact yew earner tor energ Bans and <JetaJfe. 17 wnnerg wW
lecew $100 giflca^ to Mj:haeb. CkUs o( wrriing wi; dep^
resoent ot the 50 UrntW Sates. Puerto Rco, ot District of Wurnoa Vod »\nere profited oy law. Sweepstakes subject to complete official rules available at

jwarteen can/mchaets-

Rite Aid Glam Camp Model Search

Enter the Rite Aid 2012 Glam Camp Model Search and you

can become the new face of Glam Camp! Grand Prize includes

a trip to New York City for a "Get The Look" makeover and

photo shoot, Enter by uploading your picture to GlamCamp.com.

All entries must be received by 9/15/201 1

.

AID

M «. its personal

Model Search

Very Irresistible Givenchy L'lntense

In March, Seventeen and Givenchy hosted an exclusive event at

Macy's in Chicago, introducing the new fragrance Very Irresistible

Givenchy L'lntense. While experiencing the new fragrance, event

attendees had fun getting edgy-chic L'lntense-inspired henna

tattoos and discussing the latest style trends with

a Seventeen Style Pro.

To learn more about Very Irresistible Givenchy L'lntense, visit

givenchybeauty.com.

GIVENCHY

Sally Hansen® "Nail the Look" Sweepstakes

Back-to-School is just around the corner, and my favorite new product for the season is Sally Hansen"

Crackle Overcoat. It's so easy to crack your color—just apply one of the 8 shades, like Fuchsia Shock

and Ink Splatter, over any dry nail polish to create a "crackle" effect, and then add a top coat for extra shine!

Find your style at sallyhansen.com.

Seventeen and Sally Hansen* are teaming up to help you nail your own look for the new school year

by providing one lucky winner with a S500 shopping spree, an iPad 2 with a case, and the ultimate

assortment of Sally Hansen® products! Five runner-up winners will also score a Seventeen Swag Bag

filled with Sally Hansen products. Go to seventeen.com/sallyhansen for your chance to win!

So/Zu-Hcunsen
"

nm /$ a/m«mv j*y«:^^ XOXQ U***<

NO PlflCHASE NECESSARY 10 ENTER OR WIN SALLY HANSEN* "NAlL 1HE LOOK" SWEEPSTAKES. Sponsored by Hearst CctnrnuntcatiDns, no Gc online

to seventeen.com/SallyHansen to ante*. Sweepstakes begins at 12:01 am EI on June 28. 201 1 and ends at 1 1 59 p.m, ET on August 6, 2Qi 1 . One (1)

gra.-d-prize winner vail) receive S500, an Apple IPad 2 {S500I, and Sally Hansen* products :$50t. Iota ARV tor grand-prize winner: S1050. Five [5) rurra-

vq winners will receive a Seventeen swag baa i$25i and Saly Hansen* products ($50;. Total ARV tor njmer-uo winners' $75. Odds of winning will depend

upon the total number of efcjiole entries received. Musi be temale, 13-24 yea's old, and a «oa resident of the 50 United Slates, Puerto Rico, or DWhict of

Columbia. Vow where prohtoitod by law. Swwosfates subject to complete official rules available at seventeen .com/saliyhansen
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ANOTHER DAN
FOR YOUR INNER

GODDESS TO
STEP OUT

AND SHINE,
ON YOUR MARK.

GET SET, GO*
- Jennifer I ,opez
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Embrace your inner goddess wiih

Venus Enihraco Five l>Iades

surrounded by ;i ribbon of

moisture, leaving von with Ices

thai sparkle and shine. Legs

ih.-n L^ct your goddess showing.

Gil In I c\ ciuis.com/Shinc

ESS SHOWING
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GODDESS IN YOU:
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SPimlmi'S BEAUTY SMARTIES!

g« x ( ( \s
^ KYINGRID

TROPICAL
COLORS
These bright

hues give off

confidence. I

lovelheslriking

combo of

mixing cool and

warm shades!"

try: CoverGirl Eye

Enhancers 1-Klt Shadow
In Aqua Paradise, $4,
drugstores

1. apply
"An ocean-y blue shadow

highlights your eyes but won't

overpower them. Apply along

yourentiretoplidandon

bottom lashlines too."

! NYX Powd.

Blush in Terra

Cotta,

nyxcosmeticsxorn

2. swipe
"Get a just-back-from-the-beach

glow! Smooth extra moisturizer

on the apples of your cheeks, then

swipe on blush for a dewy finish."

3. gloss
"Slick on a coral gloss with golden

shimmer. The tiny flecks of gold

will warm up your entire face and

make your lips look plump!"

V*

\auren Conrad
hails the
effortless

beachyvibe?

\l

090

44 This look
is inspired by the

beauty of Greece-
it's like the makeup

version of an exotic

dream vacation!••

This oy\c /.

waterproof
itwotftbudq.

m.mi
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SUN-KISSED SKIN
"A inal le bronzer

givesyou the most

natural look! I swipe

it on all overmv face

antl a<l(l a lilllc lo mv
neck to make sure

everything matches.''

try: Tarte Matte Waterproof

Mineral Powder Bronzer in Park

Ave. Princess, $29. tarte.com
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&
Discover backstage beauty secrets made easy at

lorealparis.com/

NEW

THE ONE SWEEP
EYESHADOW

Now, define, color
and highlight in

just one sweep.
Now, a beautiful, professional look

from our one-of-a-kind applicator.

8 expertly coordinated palettes enhance

eye color like no other shadows can.

Mistake-proof results have never been easier.

/>
SWEEP DOWN SWEEP ACROSS FINISHED LOOK

Because you're worth it."*

Freida is wearing The One Sweep Eye Shadow in Playful for All Eyes (829).

©2011 L'Or&ai USA, Inc.

L'OREAL®
PARiS



SCWUllfll'S BEAUTY SMARTIES!

\ 1 1 itai> (

a
7nBYDANA

I'm obsessed with
the beauty of classic

starlets like Dorothy
Dandridge—but I like to

add a modern twist!••
^or&th/s look
Ms so elegant
4wdramatic1"

MS

kN-V

*•-

BERRYBLUSH
"A rich rosyshade

delivers the

perfect flush to

darker skin."

try: Maybelllne New York

Fit Me! Blush in Deep
Rose, $6, drugstores

FUCHSIALIPS
" Re-createvour

own vintage look

with hot pink! It's a

modern update lo

classic red!"

try: MAC Cosmetics

Lipstick in Lfckable, $15,

maccosmetics.com

1 . color
"Get a retro vibe with a vivid

shade. Use a lip brush to carefully

outline your lips, then fill in

the center. Biot and reapply for a

super long-lasting pout."

HOW-TO:

2. line
"A dramatic black line is simple yet

makes a big impact! Starting at the

inner corner, slowly (and thinly)

trace along your upper and lower

lashtines with a pointed brush."

3. extend
"Rest your pinky finger against your

cheekbone to stabilize your hand.

Swoop the top line at the outer comer

up and out. Then do the same for the

bottom to create a double-wing."

o
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KMwi How to

carpet-
.*
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PRECISE LINER
"The thick formula

ofa gel liner glides

on smoothly, so

your line looks

perfectly straight/
1

try: Bobbi Brown Long-Wear

Gel Eyeliner In Black lnk r

$21, bobbibrown.com
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* "
55% MORE
ABSORBENT

ALWAYS INFINITY IS MADE WITH

A REVOLUTIONARY MATERIAL

CALLED INFINICEL™

ITS SO INCREDIBLY THIN AND FLEXIBLE,

YOU HARDLY KNOW IT'S THERE,

UP TO 55% MORE ABSORBENT.'

'Versus the leading Regular Ultra I ! with wings. 88 SIRIXOM



2. sweep
"Make your cheeks pop with a

bubble-gum flush! Sweep

blush across your apples, then

back toward your hairline to

highlight your cheekbones."

3. shine
"Apply a pastel pearly gloss to

the center of your bottom lip

and the bow of your upper lip.

Blot lips together (don't rub or

the gloss will slide all over!)."

VIOLET EYES
"The Iriek lo

wearingpurple

isgettingthe

shade right! If

you're lighter,

go for a pastel;

ifyou're darker,

trya deeper

jewel tone"

This sweet-as-
a-lollipop look
reminds me of being

in a candy store!M JfrJV »
inspiration

VOLUMINOUS MILLION LASHES

LUSH LASHES
"For end less length, hold ihe

wand toyour lash line and

hlink into the hrush—the

lipsofyour lashes willgrab

an extra laverof mascara!"

try: LOreal Paris Voluminous

Million Lashes Mascara in Black,

$9. drugstores

OT

-J cc
* <

v

try: Bobbf Brown
High Shimmer Lip

Gloss in Pink

Tulle. $23,
bobbibrown.com

super-feninmc

jVlrjrn

SWEETSCENT
"This candy

fragrance smells

go
J
imiinvyoii

could eat it

—

it's the perfect

liiiishiiiglouch to

apretty look.
1 '

try: Aquolina Pink Sugar

Fragrance, $45 for 1.7 oz.,

sephora.com
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THE SEQUEL TO THE NEW YORK TIMES

BEST- SELLING HEIST SOCIETY FROM
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MWlMl'S BEAUTY SMARTIES!

ItttlttdllM

BYMICHELLE

WW I'm inspired by the women
in sci-fi movies— I love a

look that's strong but still

pretty. It's perfect for a wild

g iris' night out! #1 ft '''^ '
'

J J Wide as '

" ^ Q-uorram

HOW-TO:

1. shape
"To get a precise wing, first place

a piece of clear tape under your

eye. Next, swipe blue shadow

along your crease and extend it

past the edge of your brow."

3. accentuate
"Make your wing shape more

prominent by gliding black liquid

liner along the outer edges. Add

a thin streak of blue shadow

underneath for more sparkle."

2. highlight
"Dust silver shadow from lashlines to

creases to draw light into your eyes.

Peel off the tape to reveal a perfect

edge. (It will also catch any bits of

silver that fall below your eye!)"

4. apply
"These glam, feathery lashes

totally make the look! Place them

against the center of your lids first

then position the edges to suit

your eye shape."

BOLD PALETTE
"I can create endless

looks willi ih is

palelle and the

shadows can be used

wet for even more

intensecolor.

'

try: Lancdme Color

Design 5 Shadow & Liner

Palette in Midnight Rush,

$48, department stores

': lllamasqua

False Eye Lashes

#011, $16,
Sephora stores

\£*

\ii v

UQUID LINER "An

angled applicator gives

you complete control.

You get amuch bet ter

shape than wilh a pencil."

try: L'Oreal Paris Telescopic

Waterproof Precision Liquid Eyeliner in

Black, $10, drugstores

try: Maybelllne Nevy

York Color Sensational

Li pcolor in Coral Crush

and Pink & Proper,

,

$8 each, drugstores

1/

TWOUP
COLORS
"Pick two

shades in the

same color

lam ilv, but use

thebrighter one

otitop— il

makes your lips

appear fuller."

"I now work as

UmcSuac's video

Makeup artist, and I've

even done Makeup
backstage atNew York

Fashion Meek!"
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"See... I've got nothing to hide'.'

Freida Pinto

GO BEYOND CLEAN SKIN

Break free of breakouts

pore by pore.

R EAL

NEW,

Clean.
\KOUT

->':> I

PROVEN TO REMOVE
ACNE-CAUSING BACTERIA

IN JUST ONE WASH!

Because you're worth it.""

www.lorealparis.com ©2011 L'Oreal USA, Inc.

LOREAL ®
PARiS



mvnlmfs beauty smartiesi

tme
romanc

BYMEGA \

••When I'm on a date,

I like to dress up! A flirty

outfit and loose, lush curls

are the perfect combo. ••

Me WH* WY

YUMMY-SMELLINGSHAMPOO
"Thissmellslikeeoconut it has

a beachysccntguyslovc!Plus,it

rescues myhair from all the heat

stylingldotoit."

try: Herbal Essences Hello Hydration Shampoo
and Conditioner, $3 each, drugstores

See more looks

from Megan at

seventeen.com/
beautysmarties.

mum

HOW-TO:

1. dry
"I like to use a paddle brush as I

blow-dry my hair, pulling strands

taut from underneath. Aim the dryer

downward, then brush through each

section to make it really smooth."

2. set
"While your hair is still warm from the

dryer, divide it into two-inch sections,

and wrap each around a Velcro roller.

Alternate which direction you roll in

for a more natural curl."

3. define
"Remove the rollers and shake

out your hair. Rake through with

your fingers to break up the curls.

Use a curling iron to help the top

layers hangjust right."

STYLISHBRUSH
"Apaddie brush

grabs large sections

ofhairaton.ee,so it

helpsdryyourwhole

head fast!"

try: Remington

Be You Adventure

Paddle Brush, $6,

Walmart stores

o

8

3

N,

'

try: Cricket Friction Free Tourmaline Ceramic

Curling Iron, $50, ULTA stores

098 seventeen.com I AUGUST 2011

LARGE-BARREL
CURLING IRON
"This iron is 1Wwide, so

il sculpts big, voluminous

curls. To keep the style

soft, leaveyour roots

sleek, andjust curl from

yourinidlenglh to ends."

L*l<

!
t.

'/A
*9

*\1* v-

HI
try: Jet Set

EZ Grip Curlers,

$4 for four,

sallybeauty.com
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SfWHtmfS BEAUTY SMARTIES!

I . contour
"Create depth by using a domed

eyeshadow brush to apply

bronze shadow to your lids and a

deeper color along the crease

for added drama."

\

2. define
"Line along the upper and lower

lashlines and inner rims of your

eyes, then "smoke" it out with

your finger to add extra edge."

^This is we at
workataMC
counter! Hove
wiakiftq people

happy with
Makeup.

I alwayswanted to

look like Kim K. when I

was younger. Now I can
copy her sultry eyes and

nude lacquered lips! fllflt

3. fill in
"Frame your smoky eyes with

perfectly defined brows! Use an

extra-sharp pencil and fill in

gaps with short, angled strokes

for the most realistic results."

NUDE UPS
"A gloss that's too

similar to you r sk in

tone will wash you

out! Look forone

that's one shade

lighter than your

natural lip color."

try: CoverGirl Wetslicks

AmazeMInt Lipgloss In

Slaphappy,$7, drugstores

GOLDEN GLOW
"Instead ofblend ingyourbronzer

all over, use it like a blush and apply

it to the apples ofyour cheeks."

try: Nars Bronzing Powder in Laguna,

$33, Sephora stores

*•/ 71 *

SEW"" '***.We ± always hot!"

MAJORLASHES
"Get thelookof

falsies (without all

the hassle!) by

curlingyour lashes

before and at'ter

mascara."
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A NEW ABC FAMILY ORIGINAL

Ifone gets

o crown,

the other

gets o holo.
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snentwifs beauty smartiesi

boho
(h i\c

<x
BYBETILAm

I'm obsessed with
anything bohemian

I like being able to
express myself with

different textures and a
little sparkle!*•

HOW-TO

2. curl
"A clip-less curling iron gives you

those undone waves. Wrap small

sections of hair around the iron,

then tug the ends to release and

shake out the curl."

3- pin
"Rest the headband on top of

your head, positioning the middle

chain along your part. Slip a

couple of bobby pins in the back

so it feels secure."

BOHO
HEADPIECE
"This is a fun twist

onthehippie

lieadhand— it's

like jewelry for

your hair!"

try: Bollywood Inspired

3-Strand Headpiece.

$.30. girlprops.com

NO-BUDGEHAIRSPRAY
"Thishairsprayholds

i in si vie all day, without

makingmy hair feel hard

orcrunchy."
V

try: L'Oreal Paris Elnett Satin

Hairspray, $15 for 11 oz.,

drugstores

Share your beauty tips wi

using the hashtag

"Vanessa

always gets

the boho look

fust right!"

seventeenmag

autysmartie

W
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SPORT
ANTI-LEAK BACKUP LAYER SPORT LEVEL PROTECTION'

JOIN THE MOVEM ENT AT FACEBOOK.COM/PLAYTEXSPORT
Playtex is a licensed trademark. The Sport and Sporl Level Protection trademarks are owned by Playtex Products, LLC.
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re you ready to look

crazy good in jeans?

Boost your booty and
tighten up your curves

(thighs! hips! waist!)

with these super-fun

moves from Ary Nunez,

who trains

mt

4

on

OPEN FOR WORKOUT MOVES!



ealth

ive your butt a
YOUR PERSONAL TRAINER

NAME: Ary Nunez

4r/i secrets to

YOUR BEST BUTT
[52JfflNewYork,NY,

and Los Angeles, CA

Rihanna is
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obsessed with Ary's Gotham Arts

workout. It fuses martial arts and

dance with strength exercises!

Perfect the technique. Go slow

at first. You need good form to

hit exactly the right muscles to

boost and firm your butt!

WEB SITE: E rynunez.com
X

Make the move big! The larger

or more powerful the kick or

jump, the harder you work the

muscles—for quicker toning.

^Blastsouc music! tfs the

bestway to Motivate

yourself to get moving and

go faster. Rihama loves to

3
Speed it up. Once you have the

first two steps down, go faster!

It turns your toning moves into

cardio, so you'll burn fat fast.

~ A

work outto reggae I"

a Stand, feet slightly wider than

shoulder-width apart. Make fists

and lift elbows to shoulder height.

JENGA 1 JUMPS anum
a tightbun
and toned

thighs!

KNEE,

a Start in a right lunge fttfli
m

€eJrtftd'iflflto(J
lown ^fenWPa left lunge with right

left arm up. Make fists'
he n atSMftflligVanTH iver tfft'fneiffepeat to jump back

with both hands.
30 seco 9Mr?<ra[r!st and

flfaPs
,
Srerep;do32.

a Stand. Bend your right

leg at 90°, so your

knee is at hip height.

Push right foot forward at hip

height, leading with the ball of

your foot. Return foot to floor.

TEAR OUT HERE!
retM

met/tcc/i Join Team Seventeen at seventeen.com/teaml7 for supp
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re you ready to lool

crazy good in jeans?

Boost your booty and
tighten up your curves

(thighs! hips! waist!)

with these super-fun

moves from Ary Nunez,

who trains
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OPEN FOR WORKOUT MOVES!
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obsessed with Ary's Gotham Arts

workout. It fuses martial arts and

dance with strength exercises!

Perfect the technique. Go slow

at first. You need good form to

hit exactly the right muscles to

boost and firm your butt!

WEBSITE: E rynunez.com
X

Make the move big! The larger

or more powerful the kick or

jump, the harder you work the

muscles-for quicker toning.

ESSES
^Biastsowc music! It's the

bestway to Motivate

yourself to get movingmd
go faster. Riftama loves to

work outto reggae!*

3
Speed it up. Once you have the

first two steps down, go faster!

It turns your toning moves into

cardio, so you'll burn fat fast.

t-r a

a Stand, feet slightly wider than

shoulder-width apart. Make fists

and lift elbows to shoulder height.

B

JENGA I JUMPS
a tight butt

and toned
thighs!

KNEE,
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a Start in a right lunfe &tttim £ej|ftffp,[f|fltt0own a^ftflWiPa left lunge with right

leftarm up. Make fist*
/hen a^flrt#&flF iver

- ^ft'rtlfpfepeatto jump back

with both hands.
30 seco9MfrftN: st and

flfaP?dtfe rep; do 32.

and. Bend your right

leg at 90°, so your

knee isat hip height.

Push right foot forward at hip

height, leading with the ball of

your foot. Return foot to floor.

TEAR OUT HERE!
/E3fii\
menteen Join Team Seventeen at seventeen.com/team17 for supp



boost

!

Look mega-hot in your brand-new jeans by
doing these moves four times a week. Each one
firms your butt—and tightens your curves, too!

ESCENT KICKS ^W
3 hotter butt
and firmer

flwffta

PLANK HORSE PUSH mm
' '«nef A/ps

f

Wflte.hrt?

*To realty firm up
your abs, keep your

tummy tightand
strong as you kick!'

Kick your left leg up

in front of your body,

to the right

c Now drive left leg across body, making an arc

or crescent, to return to start. Repeat move with

right leg. That's one rep; do 16.

a Get in a plank position with feet

and elbows shoulder-width

apartand hands clasped

Lift left leg

up to hip

height

Push left leg out to left side, then

return to A. Repeat move with

right leg. That's one rep; do 16.

HINGE, ANGLE mm
'ean/e

and a i,

tommy.'

SWAG BAG!

•m

*THe power in these

kicks shouldcome from

your Hip faint. That's

vhy they're so greatat

tightening that area!'

Repeat A, then push right leg out

to the right side, leading with the

heel. Return foot to floor.

Repeat A, then look over right shoulder and push

with your heel to drive your right leg back. Return

foot to floor. Repeat sequence 8 times on each leg.

These fun, comfy layers will move with you as you jump
and kick!Goto seventeen.com/freebiesfora chance to win

everything you see herefrom Roxy Athletix.

WORTH $276 TOTAL!

ort from other readers and exclusive access to Ary's weekly training tips! 106
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obsessed with Ary's Gotham Arts

workout. It fuses martial arts and

dance with strength exercises!

Perfect the technique. Go slow

at first. You need good form to

hit exactly the right muscles to

boost and firm your butt!

WEBSITE: E rynunez.com
X

Make the move big! The larger

or more powerful the kick or

jump, the harder you work the

muscles—for quicker toning.

^dlastsouc music! tfs the

bestway to Motivate

yourself to get moving and

go faster. Rihama loves to

3
Speed it up. Once you have the

first two steps down, go faster!

It turns your toning moves into

cardio, so you'll burn fat fast.

~ A

work outto reggae I"

a Stand, feet slightly wider than

shoulder-width apart. Make fists

and lift elbows to shoulder height.

JENGA 1 JUMPS anum
a tightbun
and toned

thighs!

KNEE,

a Start in a right lunge fttt»i
m reirtftp,utfii/i(tlown ^fenWPa left lunge with right

leftarmup.MakefisK
/hen atSMftfHigVa(BH iver tfft'fneiffepeat to jump back

with both hands.
30 seco 9Mr?<ra[r!st and

TltaPs
,
Srerep;do32.

a Stand. Bend your right

leg at 90°, so your

knee is at hip height.

Push right foot forward at hip

height, leading with the ball of

your foot. Return foot to floor.

TEAR OUT HERE!
II Ml

W///W/ Join Team Seventeen at seventeen.com/teaml7 for supp
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ENTER TODAY!

CLICK:
www.seventeen.com/
underarmour

ENTER: Post a pic of your favorite

Under Armour workout look for a shot

to win a custom UA prize package.

WIN: You and a workout buddy

each win an all-expenses-paid trip

to NYC, a private workout session

with a UA trainer, and a $500 shop-

ping spree at Dick's Sporting Goods.
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wait for it
So you've pledged to be abstinent—or just want

to take it slow. It's not always easy, but you
can stay true to yourself, by amber madison

Q" I'm not ready for sex, but
sometimes I get so into a

hookup that it's hard to stop. Help!

A So you're hooking up with a guy: Your shirt

comes off and you're having fun . . . but then he

starts tugging at your zipper, and even though

you're still into it, you're also getting a nervous feeling in

the pit of your stomach. What now? Stop. Because if you

feel even a little bit uneasy, it's a signal that you're

leaving your comfort zone. Sure, it's tough to put on

the brakes, but if you keep going, that uneasy feeling only

gets worse. (Hookups should feel good, not just sort of

good!) So tell your guy, "1 like this, but I don't want to go

any further." And if you need to leave so that you don't

give in, just do it without making it a big deal. Kiss him
one last time and say, "Hey, I had so much fun tonight, but

I need to go. I'll text you later."

Q" I feel badwhen I stop a
hookup. Is there any point

at which you owe a guy sex?

A The answer is always no—even if you're both

naked, or you initially thought you wanted to,

or he's really horny, there's never, ever a

situation where you owe a guy sex. See, guys and girls

aren't that different, so just like you're okay after you

get worked up and have to stop yourself, he will be

too! Plus, you need to remember that sex isn't just about

making him feel good or making him happy—it's also

about you. For it to feel totally right, both of you need to

be 100 percent ready for it.

don't rush il

Two-thirds of guy:

say they can be

happy in a sex-free

relationship.

Q" I've heard some girls have
anal sex or oral sex to keep

their virginity. Does that count?

Alt's true, you can do all sorts of things

sexually and still technically be a

"virgin." But all of those things are just

as intimate as having sex, and you can feel just as

vulnerable (or have just as many regrets) afterward.

Plus, you can still get STDs from oral or anal sex! So

the bottom line is that sex is a big deal. All types of

sex are a big deal. And just like you'd think long

and hard about losing your virginity, you should

think carefully about every hookup—and every

step you take, sexually. Because whether your

actions affect that virginity label or not, they still

affect your heart, mind, and body.
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"my abstinence trick93 Believe it or not, lots of girls wait

to have sex! Here's how they do it.

keep it interesting!

"I focus on making kissing and

touching more fun. There's

definitely a special excitement

to taking baby steps, especially

if you're not truly ready

for sex!" -ADRIANA, 19

learn what feels gooo]

"There's nothing wrong with

masturbation, so I explore my
body on my own. If you're not

comfortable touching yourself, how

can you expect to be comfortable

with someone else?" -LEEOR, 21

know vour boundaries!

"When I'm tempted to go too

far, I scare myself a little bit. I

just remind myself that one

moment of pleasure right now is

not worth the risk of pregnancy

or an STD." -McKEISZlE, 16
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Ask our expert Amber Madison, a Seiwrfeencontributing editor and the author of Hooking Up:

A Girl's All-Out Guide to Sex & Sexuality, your toughest questions at seventeen.com/getadvice.
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ONE & TWO-YEAR CONSERVATORY • TWO-YEAR ASSOCIATE OF FINE ARTS

BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS • MASTER OF FINE ARTS

SHORT-TERM HANDS-ON INTENSIVE TOTAL IMMERSION WORKSHOPSALSOAVAILABLE YEAR-ROUND

NEW YORK CITY • UNIVERSAL STUDIOS, CALIFORNIA • ABU DHABI, UAE • AUSTRALIA

HARVARD UNIVERSITY* • DISNEY STUDIOS* • PARIS* • FLORENCE* • JAPAN* • KOREA* • CHINA*

All credits and degrees are solely granted by the New York Film Academy California. All degree programs take place on the backlot of Universal Studios, Hollywood.

All workshops are solely owned and operated by the New York Film Academy and such workshops are not affiliated with Universal Studios, Harvard University, or Disney Studios. 'SUMMER ONLY.
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Send a quickie Facebook

Message ("How's summer

ueatingyou?")toany 9uyS

d
who have been on your rn.nd

lately, like that dude
who

away stops by when
you're

you, too, a brief note is the

nudge he'll need to respond!

IN
I'tttiv rawv schedule

RH the next few days with all the
tnmgs you meant to do thisSUm
hT

,er- |

i
keroad-trippingtoa

baseball game or renting
JetSWs at the beach. When you
9n,te your adventurous spirit

too, hke talking to new guys.

relaaax

3 Va
f

V

o ffozen drinks with

90,09
Sends When you're

your Wends.™ tion
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Organize a group trip to a water

"park and invite all the hot

dudes you met this week When

you really hit it off with one,

suggest something
time-

sensitive, like going to a mov,e

that's almost out of theaters or

heading to the pool before t

doses for the season. It ensues

you'll hang out again ASAP.

where the
boy.sore

If you want to find dudes as smoking as our Hot Guy Panel

(duh!), then you need to know where to look.

^222SE23BI

a^^ One time on the

, WW subway, the cute girl

W^. across from me cracked a

\«VW few jokes. We started talking

J^f and hit it off, so I asked her
-J *-*- on the spot if she wanted to

come with me to the party I was
going to. She said yes!

-RYAN, 19,MOUNT LAUREL, NJ

99

sports store

^^^\ ^^ I was looking to buy a

*9# » WW basketball and some
"" random girl came up to me

and asked my opinion on
the jersey she wanted to

buy her dad as a birthday

gift. It gave us a very natural

reason to start talking!

-MIKEY,19,BRONX,NY

ff

the bathroom

££ Coming out of theWW bathroom at Venice

Beach, I practically ran over
this girl who had to go. It

was such a funny moment
that when I saw her later on

the boardwalk, I had an excuse AA
to say hi for real. ^^
-ELISEO, 17, GRANADA HILLS, CA

NGITON! No one scores more hot guys
than Taylor Swift! Here's what you
can learn from her love story.

TAYLORLAUTNER JOHN MAYER CORYMONTEITH JAKEGYUENHAAL u

She met him on the set of She may have been burned by this Taylor kept tight-lipped Not every relationship is meant

Valentine's Day-proof flirty player, but she turned her about their dates. When it's for the long haul. But Taylor made

that yourjob can bean ace heartbreak into a great song- casual, never feel pressure to sure she had fun during their

source for guys! and then moved on! define your status! two-month romance!

She reportedly e-mailed with the

CountrySong star for weeks

before they had a real date. With a

guy you really like, take it slow!

17 EXPERT: Katherine Chloe Cahoon, the author of The Single Girl's Guide to Meeting European Men (Greenleaf Press, 2010), meetIngeuropeanmen.com.

omance
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he tells you
straight to yourface

Your guy is always honest with you, right? According to these dudes, maybe not

THE LIE: "Sure, I'm a cat
person

The girl I like posted on Facebook

that shewas desperate to find a

home for a stray newborn kitten, so I told

her I'd take it—

We've been dating for over

ayear now, and I still haven't told her

that I think cats are the creepiest

animal ever! -dylan, 19, zanesville, oh

: "I'm a pretty big deal.THE HE

"I always stretch the truth

to sound more impressive

to girls. I told one girl

that I'm in business
school getting ready for a

sweet job, when I'm really a broke

college kid with an unpaid internship!

Whatever— I got her number!"

-John, 21, casper, wy
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"I was starting to

feel distant from my
girlfriend, but I

didn't have the

heart to break up
with her because she was
going through some difficult

family stuff. So when she
told me one day that she
loved me, I blurted out that

I felt the same way. I broke up
with her shortly after, and she

kept asking, 'But I thought
you loved me?' It hit me then

how wrong it was to lie about
something so important."

-price, 21, salem, ny

116

I was dating a girlwho'd had lots ofboyfriends, sowhen she

asked ifIwas a virgin, I lied and said I wasn't—

^•^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^2 Immediatelyshe

looked disappointed and said she was really hopingthat I

was avirgin like she was. I felt like such an idiot for thinking

I had to liejust to seem cool, -nick, is, rockaway park, ny

want

SPOTA LIAR! Here's how to tell if he's

feeding you a whopper.

HE NAME-DROPS. Instead of

saying, I was with friends,' I'll

specifically say, 'I was with

Jesse,' so my story

sounds solid. Of

course, by 'Jesse,' I

really mean Jessica."'

-CARLTON, 18, NEW YORK, NV

specific!

O
HE BLAMES YOU. -it a

girl asks questions, I'll

accuse her of not trusting

me. Making it

her fault gets

me off the

hook." -DON.

20, ATHENS. OH

accuse her c

O
HE HAS A TELL. 'One ex instantly

called me out on a lie because
she said I always touch my chin

when I'm nervous.

You probably notice

your guy's habits

more than he does!"

-ELI. 21, NEWTON. MA

seventeen.com I august 2011 ii- SEVENTEEN.CO
Worried your guy Is a liar? Take this quiz to
find out for sure at ^
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PROMOTION

FLIP FOR NEW JEANS
Find your best denim for Back-To-School

Our new App has been totally updated for Back-To-School!

We've got the hottest jeans of the season, and you can

check them out by fit, by vibe or by style. Look your best

for the first day of classes with our Ultimate Fashion Flipbook!

Available on the

App Store

JPhone is a trademark of Apple Inc.

App Store Is a service mark of Apple Inc.

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY 10 ENTER OR WIN SEVENTEEN S ULTIMATE FASHION FLIPBOOK SWEEPSTAKES. Sponsored by Hearst

Communications, Inc. Go online to seventeen.com/FliDbook to upload image and to enter pursuant to the on-screen instruc-

tions. Sweepstakes begins at 12:01 a.m. ET on June 28. 2011 and ends at 11:59 p.m. ET on August 8, 2011. One (1) winner will

receive $1700. Must be female, 13-24 years old and a legal resident of the 50 United States, Puerto Rico or District of Columbia.

Void where prohibited bv law. Sweepstakes subject to complete official rules available at seventeen.com/Flipbook.
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askhim out"
{fHh*duhutif tsfryi

InvJting a guy to hang out is so weirdly formal.

But there is a better way. by elisa benson

Q start small
A date doesn't have to require tons of advance planning—just offer

your guy a ride home. Once you're in the car, you can slip in a way to

extend your time together: "I'm starving! Want to go to Steak 'n Shake?"

Suddenly you're flirting over french fries!

D suggest crazy ideas
Mention doing something out of the norm, so that it almost comes off

as a dare. ("Should we wait in line for the midnight show?!?") No guy
will back down from the challenge! Then say, "It would be fun! Let's

do it for real!"

invite him to tag along
Text your guy, "Going for a run later. Want to come?" When you're

including him in plans you've already made—not arranging your sched

around him— it makes the question seem totally casual. If he says no,

whatever. You were going to do it anyway!

get his insight
When he brings up the new speakers he's obsessed with, tell him you
want to check them out sometime. Asking for his gadget wisdom gives

you a chance to bond over something he's already into. Plus, guys love to

be in the know!

STEAL MY TRICK
One reader shares her secret for
snagging a date. (Next: your turn!;

ASK FOR A LESSO "The guy I was into drove a stick and I'd

always wanted to learn how. One day I snuck it into a conversation and

he told me he'd teach me-so I got a lesson with a cute guy in the

passenger seat. Score!"

ji- SEVENTEEN.COM
te'll love a
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juicy questions tor

coiy
monteith

CSKi

u jTTj

Your fave TV Gleek chases the girl he

loves in Monte Carlo, so we asked him to dish

about his own love life, by elisa benson

17: In Monte Carlo, your character proposes to his

girlfriend because he's worried about losing her.

Have you ever overreacted in the name of love?

Cory Monteith: When I was younger, I remember getting
absolutely crazy about the smallest things. One of my
first girlfriends went to the lake with a bunch of friends

and didn't tell me, and we were supposed to hang out.

I was livid! It turned out she forgot. Now people
forget to hang out with me all the time! But I used to

take things like that so seriously.

17:Have youeverhadyourheartbroken?

CM: I've been upset, but heartbroken? I'm not sure—
I didn't always know if it was love or just lust.

17: Doyouhave asecret fordealingwith

heartache?

CM: Video games help me with pretty much any type
of emotional distress!

. *

coiys
%

Age: 29. You know him as:

sweet Finn Hudson on Glee.

Right now: Catch him in Monte
Carlo. Set goss: He became

fast friends with costar Selena

Gomez. "I really think she's

wonderful!" he gushed,
v Aw!

s
»..

17:What advicewouldyougive to a girl who's stuck inan

on-and-offrelationship like Rachel andFinnon Glee?

CM: Don't be afraid to address the situation directly. A lot of

[drama] can be avoided if you just come out and say, "Do you
like me, or arewe just hooking up because I'm convenient
for you?" For any relationship— it doesn't matter if you're 17

or 70—open, honest communication is key.

17: You livewith fourdudes. Is it atotalfrat?

CM: It is frat-esque, but I keep it classy! We love to talk about
girls. Guys talk about all the same things girls do, we just talk

about it differently. Women are very interested in feelings-

guys are very interested in facts.
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finn vs. cory How much do the Glee star and his TV character have in

Almost nothing! Here's the side-by-side breakdown.

draimiici

Cory has played the drums in bands his whole life, butu
he never sang publicly until he auditioned tor 6lec\

'•?.

tfur*

-aiiHTHanC^caiKHlian

He's the perfect McK in ley High QB, but he actually

grew up in Canada, where hockey \% king.

h- SEVENTEEN.CO
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dl single

Finn's love triangle drives plot drama, but Cory is GF-free. He

just flirts sometimes-like with this lucky girt at Coachella!
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Lead the recycling revolution by writing with B2P (Bottle to Pen),

a simple way to do something good for the environment-

Going green couldn't be any easier! So, what will you do next?

Grab your smooth writing B2P gel pen, brainstorm below, and

start a transformation trend!

O^^lAlffilO)^

8e ml oj, tfce {iAAt 100
to scan this code with your smart phone

and get a FREE B2P! www.notjustapen.com/teen1
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tornado
destroyed my

house-while I

was in
** '

k

We've all been

wild weather.

d to the news about

a tornado hit

[TJJ

I

uproot
Brooke, standing on

what used to be a tree

in her backyard. .
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Just
like other

schools have fire

drills, I'd always had

regular tornado drills

at my school in Town

Creek, Alabama. Teachers

would make us ball up into the fetal

position against hallway walls and put

books over our heads. That way, if the

ceiling caved in, we'd be more

protected. But I giggled through them

all. It seemed so silly to prepare for a

major storm when I'd never known

anyone who experienced one. At home,

my parents told me sternly over and

over that if a tornado came our way, I

should run to the bathroom. That was

the one room that had no windows that

could shatter, and it was in the middle

of the house—the sturdiest part. So I

always knew it was possible for a

tornado to hit my town, but what were

the chances of it actually happening?

STORMY WEATHER
The sky looked so weird on April 27.

Some parts were clear

while others were filled

with dark rain clouds. And

the clouds were moving

super-fast in all different

directions. Weather reports

were predicting hail, and I

was psyched—that meant

no school! I curled up on

the living room couch with

a book as my mom folded

clothes, my grandma

napped, my little brother

took a bath, and my three

sisters played Nintendo DS and doodled.

At 4 p.m., my sister Amber's fiance,

Zac, who was relaxing on the lawn,

hollered for my mom to come outside.

As they came back in a minute later, my

mom said in an l-mean-businesstone,

"Bathroom. Now."

I knew something major was wrong.

But there was no time to panic. All eight

of us squeezed into our four-by-five-foot

bathroom. The second we shut the

door behind us, I heard what sounded

like the crack of a baseball bat hitting a

home run again and again. Then I heard

jj outbreak may

Smith's 'super tornado
outo

be worst ever in US history FT
glass shatter. Giant hail

was pounding our roof and

breaking our windows while

Zac yelled over the noise,

"A tornado is headed

straight for us!
M

I was terrified of what would happen

next. Then I heard what sounded like

an 18-wheeler revving its engine

—

a nonstop growl. I didn't know if the

house would survive—or if my family

would. We clutched each others'

hands. The light in the bathroom

flickered and then went out.

AIRBORNE ATTACK
Within just two minutes, the tornado

picked our house up off the ground.

We screamed and pulled each other

closer. We were probably in the air for a

I clung to my

family, thinking

I could die at any

moment.
full minute, and the seconds ticked so

slowly that it felt like forever. It reminded

me of when I used to play "popcorn" on

my trampoline. One person would jump

in the middle and everyone around the

edge would bounce in the air. Except

this was a lot less fun.

Then the tornado lifted our shed and

dropped it on top of our house, which

was actually a blessing, because it

stopped our house from blowing away

and slammed it into the ground. We
landed with a thud and my back rammed

into the rim of the toilet. Then, as quickly

OUCA
HELP!

| Text REDCROSS
to 90999 to donate

i

B $10 to disaster

relief efforts!

as it had started, the noise died down.

We waited, wondering if the tornado was

coming back—or if there was another

one right behind it. After a few minutes,

we climbed out of the bathroom,

breaking fallen tree limbs to escape.

I was relieved that we had somehow

all survived. We all gathered in the

driveway, because that was the only

part of my house and lawn that was

recognizable, and stared at the mess

in disbelief. Then we did a group hug,

while crying and whispering "I love you"

to each other. I felt numb as I glanced

down my street at the fallen trees and

caved-in roofs and wondered if anyone

else was still alive.

STARTING OVER
Now my whole family is living in two

borrowed campers on our lawn, trying

to piece our lives back together. I lost

so many things—like my clothes, my

laptop, and a stuffed animal from my

BFF. So we've been living with stuff that

friends and strangers have been kind

enough to donate. It's hard, but the

experience has made me much more

laid-back. I used to worry constantly

about homework and college and

becoming a nurse someday. But now

whenever anything starts to frustrate

me or make me anxious, I stop and say

to myself, Compared to a tornado, this

is no big deal. ©

In
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Feeling extra low on cash? There are sneaky
reasons your wallet is empty! by catey hi

start tore
i

Myfave thing in my closet is: fm cute clutchm

nmr
J2SHB3

D a hot party dress

I bought on a whim!

a band T-shirt I got at ( I the clutch I bought for

the best concert ever! I 1 acinganexam.

At the drugstore, I couldn't resist

;es—they

remind me of Rihanna's!

new makeup, because it I I candy! After working so

always makes me feel pretty. 1—1 hard, I need a treat!

YOU GOTTA HAVE IT
You see something you like and it's as if

you're on autopilot—you buy it and get a

huge buzz from having something special

and new. So before heading to the cash

register, ask yourself, Do I really need this?

Also: Can I afford it? If the answers are yes,

then buy it guilt-free! But if the answers are

no (and they usually are!), then you'll save

yourself a big chunk of change!

EE3JE3

Ijust got $50from grandma, so I bought.

>

IT WILL MAKE
YOU FEEL BETTER

Shopping can be a mood-booster—even just

browsing is a fun distraction. But browsing

can lead to buying. So when you're feeling

anxious or totally PMS-ing, take away

temptation by avoiding the mall altogether.

Create new looks without spending a dime (or

messing up your closet!) at polyvore.com.

a workout outfit: I'mcute sandals-you can never I a video game. I just want |

|

have too many! I_l to have some fun! I 1 getting In shape now!

IfI wanted to splurge, Yd buy

BflgflEB

the -hellooooo,

FaceTime!

a massage gift card for my I I a n

i

mom—I owe her so much! I—I feel

124

nice dinner. It's so fun to

fancy!

YOII DESERVE IT
You buy things when you feel you've

"earned" them. You work hard and

definitely deserve praise and gifts, but if

you reward yourself all the time, you'll go

flat broke. Buy yourself a pressie only

when you accomplish a b/ggoal, like

making varsity. Or limit yourself to one

reward each semester.

^ 17 EXPERT: Catey Hill, the author of Shoo, Jimmy Choo! The Modem
Girl's Guide to Spending Less and Saving More (Sterling, 2010). !?• SEVENTEEN.C
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vacay
htmares!

Summer should mean lemonade
and shirtless boys, but these girls

had some crazy crises.

"IWAS STUNG BY A
GIGANTIC JELLYFISH!"

My favorite part ofthe beach

isthe water.One daywhile
snorkeling,my right thigh and

! arm started to burn,when I

turned around, there was abasketball-sizejellyfish! I screamed,
and then ran tothe shore. Both stings throbbedwith pain, as if

someone had snapped arubberband on my skin. There was onlyone

thing Iknewto do: pee on myself! So I wet myselfthroughmy
suit—in front ofafewhotguys ! Then I rubbedthe urine onmy stings,

whichhelped. Butmycousin Tito keptlaughing, and I was
|

afraid to goback inthe ocean forthe rest ofthe trio!

-MICHELLE, 20, CAROLINA, PUERTO RICO

"I GOT LOCKED

INSIDE A
THEME PARK!"

•• I spent the

day at an
amusement park with

family and friends

riding roller coasters.

We had a four-hour drive home,
so just before the park closed,

all eight of us hit the bathroom.
With so many of us, it took
forever. When we came out, the
park was empty and the gate

was locked! I freaked out,

thinking we might have to stay in

the park all night. Finally, we saw
a guy mowing grass outside the

gate, who let us out! I laugh

about it now, but at the

time, it wasn't funny!

-KAYLA, 17, NICEVILLE, FL

= "I WAS BURIED =

IN THE SAND FOR
THREE HOURS!"

^^ When I was at the beach

H H with my BFF, we saw a little

sign that said: 'Do Not Enter: Sand

Fleas.' I'd been to that spot before,

so I said, 'Whatever, I come here all

the time.' My friend buried me in

the sand for fun. and I laughed as

she turned me into a mermaid with

huge sand breasts. But three hours

later, as I finally got out, I felt dizzy.

My friend thought I was

joking, but then I fell and

couldn't get up! The lifeguard

called an ambulance, and at

the hospital, I was treated

for sand-flea bites and

dehydration. Hours later,

I was fine, but I should have

had some water—and

taken that sign seriously! M
-ANGELICA, 16, CONCORD, CA

SEVENTEEN.C
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support
ayteens

!

Lesbian, gay, and bisexual teens are more
likely to attempt suicide. Make sure everyone

at your school feels safe and supported.

DANIEL SAYS:

M Wu
y JiU. I*****- /toJwj

"Growing up, some of
my friends were gay and

sa-. *.r. some were straight— it didn't make a

difference to me. But when I went to high school and heard slurs

like 'homo/ I was shocked! It's heartbreaking that young lesbian,

gay, bisexual, transgender, and questioning (LGBTQ) people can

face prejudice and hatred. It's incredibly harmful to be isolated and

rejected like that. (Lesbian, gay, and bisexual teens are up to four

times more likely to attempt suicide than straight teens.) So I want

to be part of the solution. Teens need to know that their lives are

valuable and that they are not alone. I'm humbled to be a part of

The Trevor Project, which runs a 24-hour confidential
~~

lifeline (866-4-U-TREVOR) where counselors offer >r W0ULD YOU
help and hope for LGBTQ teens in crisis. As one / RATHER TYPE

counselor told me: 1 hate that this lifeline needs v THAN TALK?

to exist, but it's so important that it does.'"
,

At

vounrafripnri

At

, you or a friend can

Instant message a

counselor on Fridays from
• 4 p.m. to midnight et. >

I did it!

make itYOUR
mission

SAFE
SCHOOLS
FOR AIM

Join your school's gay-straight alliance!

Show support by adding your voice to the group-there is power in

numbers. Many groups hang posters telling students that using the

word gay as an insult is wrong, and they talk about lesbian, gay,

bisexual, and transgender rights, like same sex marriage. Ifyour

school doesn't have a GSA, start one! Then jointhe national GSA

Network, which has info on how to promote

acceptance atyour school and will connect your club

with others across the US. Visit gsanetwork.org.

eaking up High

iool activists

meet at a GSA
Network summit In

San Francisco, CA.

When I

came out

^^^„ as a lesbian in ninth

^Kamf - orade.Igotso

depressed because my friends

stopped hanging out with me. I felt

so alone that I tried to overdose on

pills. Luckily, I didn't die. But I

knew I needed to find support, so I

joinedmy schools gay-straight

alliance (GSA). It savedmy life.

Iwas finally surrounded by people

I could talk to honestly. Since there

were straight members in the GSA,

they made it okay for straight kids

who weren't in the group to accept

me. I became club president senior

year and got The Trevor Project to

give workshops at my school about

how to spot depression in your

friends—or yourself. Many gay

teens feel lost like I did. Let's help

them—sowe don't lose

them for good. 99
-JAMIE, 18, BLAUVELT, NY
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your
Ace your space! No matter where you're headed this year, we've got the perfect

-fiSSSS51-
must-haves show

door hanger
Bliss Living, $18.
blissliving.com

cute ID holder
I

Coach Pop Print

Card Case, $42,
coach.com

ss

L-\

:\

<r

fun whiteboard
The Container Store Talk

Bubble Magnet Board,

$20. select The

Container Stores and

containerstore.com

^autsi

i

-

<

M
\

•* *.
ram it

over!

floral duvet set

Tommy Hllflger Cape Cod
bedding, $150 for twin

duvet set, and $40
for each square pillow,

Macy's and macys.com

tf

handvacuum
Dirt Devil, $15,
target.com

shower tote

The Container ^
Store, $10. select

^
M

The Container

Stores and ••••••
containerstore.com • ••••••

UJ

<
UJ

o

m

chic bedding set

Star Power by Seventeen

Bedding Collection, $99 for

twin comforter set, and $25
for roll pillow, jcpenney.com

'- :;AR

M?i»_»"

i: +

kl*3i

^m

* --

o

rM>

shower carryall

Built Neoprene
Pack, $25, amazon

.com/home

tfi

w

mrnkfa

vr

mini fridge
Pottery Barn

Teen, $59,
pbteen

.com/dorm

i

accessory
organizer

The Container Store

LBD Hanging Jewelry

Holder, $25,
containerstore.com

storage ottoman
Target, $17, target.com

v>

u>

to



shopping
mix of essentials to totally transform your dorm room.

«*a

These pieppvP)
eceswWY " room into the most

hed and organu
edstudYtowen.

.««_

q- V~* n»
monogrammed iPad

cover
lomoi, $158, lomoi.com

\

*'•

\

storage
suitcases

Kate's Paperie,

$10-$15each,
katespaperie.com

floor lamp
Urban

Outfitters,

$119,
urbanoutfitters

.com

m"

nana
HlBini

k

i

» • - •

Mr^H»
Hir-i"

5"%55*^ **
". T?

•

'K%

E

shower tote

The Container Store,

$10. select The

Container Stores and

containerstore.com

preppy bedding
Tommy Hilfiger Colton Point

bedding, $150 for twin

comforter set, and $50 for

each square pillow. Macy's

and macys.com

V

Bo^io^^sssr
all work

[fl

U

en

Cyan
cmyk

colored
pencils

MoMA, $17.

momastore.org

throw pillows
Menlnos, S30 each,

meninos.us

Magenta
cmyk

sketch pad
Christian Lacroix

Croquis Notebook,

$12, Kate's
sf

Paperie stores and

katespaperie.com
AH

EG

O <

CO

UJ

-tf>-1

*".-\
'V

tfl

LJ

Bg
'V^*

tfl

designer duvet
Diane von Furstenberg

Floral Batik bedding, $200 for

twin duvet, and $135 for each

sham, Bloomingdale's and

bloomingdales.com

table lamp
IKEA Fillsta lamp,

$20, IKEA stores

and ikea-usa.com

• 4k M.

magazine holders
The Container Store,

$12 each, select The

Container Stores and

containerstore.com



fun camera
Kodak EasyShare

Sport camera,

$80, kodak.com chip-and-dip bowl Target, $27. target.com

V)

p <

u a

91!

u

a:

CL

organic
West Elm Reflections bedding,

for twin duvet, and

for each sham, westelm.com

cool cruiser
Electra Coaster 7D bike,

470, electrabike.com
|:- SEVENTEEN!

Think you've got the cutest don
around? Prove .tat

11

11



You're invited to our exclusive college savings events

and you could win a $1,000 dorm room makeover!

SIGN UP TO ATTEND TODAY! containerstore.com/college

DORM

online!

The Container Store
The Original Storage and Organization Store

.
<

49 locations nationwide. For store hours and locations, visit containerstore.com or call 1-800-733-3532

We're now mobile! Shop containerstore.com from your mobile phone

t d Our Blog standfor.containerstore.com
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fashion&beauty

IDEAS Back-to-school doesn't have to

mean bnek-to-brokel Here's how
to look amazing for less!

Fray The

edges to give

itaviom-in

look!

I

\

OWY CHEEKS:
For a dewy look,

apply a dot of clear

lip gloss on the top

of your cheeks.

V"

i

f Crush a little of your
_^

wm favorite bronzer into a
[

/ dab of moisturizer and
smooth on your face and %

shoulders for an

f

Repurpose

your plaid:

Chop llie

sleeves off an

old flannel

to create a

coolvesl!

v:

I

allover glow! L
MILEY
CYRUS



Create new
jewelry combos

by mixing
beads, sparkles,

and studded
~

bracelets

!

;m

,11

MIX YOUR STRIPES!

A slriped Iml Ion-down

looks even cooler

with a striped blazer!

j^

in
tf
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Enhances the

cheekbones!

Draws

attention to

the eyes!

SHAKE UP YOUR STYLE:

AN henyou change your part,you can

change \ our whole look. Try a (lean

cenler pari or deep side pari

!

GETMEGA SHINE:
Rinse your hair with one

cup of apple cider

vinegar. Follow with a

quick shampoo for

insanely glossy locks.

h.

ARM
YOURSELF!
Wear your

bangles up on

your forearm

for a bold

statement.

Create the illusion

of a fuller pout by applying

a dot of shimmer lip gloss

to just the center of

your lips—it visually

plumps them up!

ADD CURLS!
Give your ends bounce

with a paper towel! Roll

up the towel so it's the

width of a pen, then place

it at the bottom of a

one-inch section of hair

Wrap the strands aroun _

the paper tightly, rolling

up to ear level. Next, tie

the ends of each paper

towel together. Spritz

with hairspray, then

unwrap after 10 minutes.

Soft
waves

give you

a flirty

vtbe!

AIMEE
GARDEN

*13

t

FAKEBEACHY
w ^^ L WAVES: Mix 3A cup

A water and % cup

k salt in a spray

1 v^L> ' J't bottle, then spritz
^H_ .^0

If all over your hair as

1 you dry it. Scrunch

W^mmFaL it in to create~ immPi windblown waves!
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For blush that

lasts all day, blend

a touch of lipstick

or lip pencil onto

the apples of your
cheeks, then apply

powdered blush

on top. The waxy
lip color makes
the powder stick

and keeps your
blush in place!

Choose a
chubby pencil

to Make the

colorqo

on More
easily!

GET CUTER
CUTOFFS:

Laver them over

inl

fora little

laid-backsparkle!

sequin leggings

WEAR
FLATS:
Give your

maxidress

a chill vibe

with comfy
oxfords!

They're a
cute boyish

touch!
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BY t'ARISSA ItOSIMtlIKi TOZZI

The wizardry might be over—but for
her, the real magic is about to begin.

Imagine walking into your dorm room on your first day

of college, psyched to meet your new roommate, and

seeing Emma freaking Watson putting her stuff away. It

could seem insanely intimidating to share a room with

one of the most-high profile celebs in the universe—but

the truth is, bunking with the Harry Potter star would be

like winning the roommate lottery. For starters, your

room will look amazing. Emma got so good at making
over her standard dorm room at Brown University (where

she was a sophomore) that when she arrived on the set of

IMIOKX.KAIMIS BY MATT JOXKS



ON EMMA:
Top, DKNY; skirt,

Isabel Lu; earrings,

By Goo; necklace,

losselliani.



ON EMMA: Top.

Cacharel; gold

double-strand

necklace, Coach;

silver charm
necklace,

BCBGeneration.



her latest film, The Perks of Being a Wallflower, costar

Nina Dobrev asked her for decorating secrets to use in

her tiny hotel room. She's also shockingly chill. "I'm

not the sort of person to put on a front," Emma
explains. "I'm very much like, 'Here I am!' I'm open

and honest and I'm not trying to prove anything." But

the best part? "I like sharing clothes," she admits. And
you know her wardrobe is killer, since she made her

modeling debut in 2009 for Burberry, became the

creative adviser for the fair-trade fashion brand

People Tree, and recently designed a small collection

for Alberta Ferretti. One teeny downside: She's a slob!

"If I'm in a rush, I get frustrated and throw my
clothes everywhere."

Harry Potter fans have watched her grow up on-

screen as Hermione Granger, a role she's had since she

was 10. But this summer is

a major transitional

moment for the 21-year-

old—the final film, Harry

Potter and the Deathly

Hallows Part 2, hits

theaters July 15. For

Emma, the change is

bittersweet. "I love Harry

Potter, but it was my
whole life," she reveals.
tl

I always knew I really

wanted to go to university.

And it's been really hard

trying to do both." Now
the girl who's basically

had one major

role will be free to do

whatever she wants, both

professionally and

academically. She just

finished wrapping Perks,

she is the new face of

Lancome, and she's

planning an exciting year

ahead—she hopes to study

abroad! She's finally

ready to say goodbye to

Hogwarts and hello to a

magical new world.

17: What advice would you give to girls who
are going to be freshmen in college this fall?

Emma Watson: I feel like freshman year everyone

pretends to be super-confident and kind of cool with

it all. And then at the end of the first year, you all

talk about it, and you realize that everyone was
feeling exactly like you did—which was lost, not sure

Culling my
hair off
was fun...

il made me
leel sexier!

what you're doing, kind of freaked out and just

overwhelmed! And then everyone's like, Oh! You felt

like that too?!? So if it's difficult, you're not alone.

17: What was your first year at Brown
University like?

EW: I loved it from the very beginning, but I just found

it very difficult being so far from my family. For my
first two or three months, I was very homesick—in a

way, I found it worse calling home and speaking to my
parents and my family. So I wouldn't call, because I

didn't want to cry. I put on a brave face for a long time.

17: Is it better now?
EW: I ended up taking spring semester off. I didn't

really want to, and it was a hard decision, but Brown
actually suggested it,

because they saw how
exhausted I was trying

to attend school and

work at the same time.

But I'm so glad I saw it

through this far—I really

would have regretted it

if I'd left.

17: It seems like you put

a lot of pressure on
yourself. Have you
always been like that?

EW: Yes, but I don't

really know why. I just

feel uncomfortable not

achieving the best that

I can do. So I put a lot of

pressure on myself, and

I'm very self-critical.

17: What are you most
critical about?
EW: Everything. My
schoolwork, my acting

work, how I am as a

friend. I used to beat

myself up a lot about my
appearance. Ever since I was 10. there's always been

something I didn't like about myself. I went through a

stage where I didn't like my eyebrows, and I thought

my ears stuck out, and I have bad teeth and then I

freaked myself out about having a receding hairline. I

mean, ridiculous, crazy stuff! But then I realized I

might as well just stop constantly being at war about it

and just try and let go and just be positive about what

is good and what I do like.

137



17: Has that been hard to

EW: Since I was 12, people were always telling me
what to wear and what to look like. What's cute and

what isn't. People would comment on my weight

—

like, "Oh, you're so skinny," or "You need to eat better,"

or "Exercise more." I'm constantly being bombarded by

people giving their opinion about who I should be and

how I should be. So I am always trying to navigate that

and figure out what J think is right.

17: Have you ever gone through a rebellious stage?

EW: I'm planning on doing it in my thirties! I'm not

rebellious, but I'm very strong-willed. I know what
I believe in and I know what I think is right.

17: Is it important to you to fit in?

EW: From a young age, I

didn't really want to follow

the crowd, even if it made me
unpopular or not cool.

I mean, I probably should try

a lot harder to pretend to be

cool, but I'm really not. It's

too much effort for me to try

to be aloof and angsty. I'd

rather just get on with it and

be myself and be nice.

17: Do you remember
the moment you felt that

confident?

EW: It happened in stages.

But cutting my hair off was
really fun—and it was nice to

feel like me and to do

something that was just for

me. I really owned the way I

had chosen to look.

17: How did you feel with shorter hair?

EW: It actually made me feel a lot sexier, considering

it was like a boy's haircut. But in a way it gave me
permission to be more daring.

17: Are your American friends more daring than

your British friends?

EW: American girls are a lot more open, a lot less

reserved. They're a lot friendlier. And I feel like they're

a lot more confident—not so fearful of saying the

wrong thing.

17: How are the guys different?

EW: Normally an English guy will wait for a month or

two before he lets on that he might like you. But over

here, they're much more forthcoming about how they

feel and what they want. It kind of took me aback at

first. But then I kind of thought it was great.

17: American guys are known for being players.

Are you getting good at "the game"?
EW: No! I'm a terrible game player! I'm so impatient

—

it's one of my worst traits! If I want to see someone, I

want to see them, and if I don't, then I don't. My friends

are always telling me I have to play hard to get because

I'll pretty much just say to a guy, "I like you—let's go

hang out." But my friends are like, "You can't do that!

You have to string this guy along." And I'm just like,

"No! I won't! I just want to go on the date!" It's a

nightmare—I definitely haven't figured it out yet.

17: Are you interested in

having a boyfriend?

EW: Yes, but the right one.

I'm looking for someone

intelligent, kind, and

humorous. I'm attracted

to guys who are

passionate about

something they're doing.

17: Now that the Harry

Potter series is coming
to a close, admit it:

Which costar did you
have a crush on?

EW: For the first two

movies, I had a huge crush

on Tom Felton. He was my
first crush. He totally

knows. We talked about

it—we still laugh about it.

We are really good friends

now, and that's cool.

17: Have you ever had your heart broken?

EW: Oh, yeah! The first time I had my heart broken, I

remember saying, I'm never going to find anyone like

him again. You always feel like that when you break up

with someone or are single for a while, and it so isn't

the case. Life isn't over because it didn't work out with

this one person.

17: What's your best advice for getting over it?

EW: Girlfriends are good, exercise is good—and

chocolate! But you have to remind yourself that the

world is a huge place, and there are hundreds of

opportunities and different people to meet and so

many places to go. ©

It's too
much effort
to be aloof
and angsty.

Fashion Stylist: Beau Quillian for Celestlne Agency. Hair: Ursula Stephen for Motions/Epiphany Artist Group.

Makeup: Brigitte Reiss-Andersen at Jed Root Inc. Manicure: Ida Gutlerrez-Baker/Onyxsalonfornailsbodyandsoul.com.



ON EMMA: Sweater

and skirt (comes with

belt), Moschino

Cheap and Chic;

bracelets, Alexis Bittar;

shoes, DKNY.



by ycsenia almonte

THE SUBJECT IS "HOT NEW
HAIRSTYLES"—AND YOU'RE

ABOUT TO GETAN A-.
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BRAIDS
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braids may be hidden

under a sea ofwaves,

but /hey will cause a

ripple in the hallway.
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grooms
SIDE-
SWEEP
Even getting called to the

board could use a dash

qfglamour—this super-

bouncy style will turn

heads onyour way

•j
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/terry
PIGTAILS
Show offyour creative

side with these mini

masterpieces—perfectly

craftedand curled twists.
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Pousm
PIN-BACKI
Todays assignment: Mix
super-sleek strands with a

simple half-updo—genius!
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WANTTO TEST THESEAMAZING LOOKS?
SNEAKA PEEKATTHEANSWER KEY.

BRAIDS
step I: Apply a wave-enhancing

spray on damp hair and blow-dry

to bring out your texture.

step2: Fishtail-braid two sections

of hair from underneath the side

opposite your part. Divide each

section in two, then pull a strand

of hair from the outside of the first

section, and add it to the second

section. Alternate sides until

you reach the end, then secure

with clear elastics.

step3t Add a sprite of

hairspray and scrunch with

fingers for extra texture.

'£

V

try: Sally Hershberger

Glam Waves Texture Spray,

QLa a $ 13 '
Walmart stores

W^^^cr
**

II

'
try: Goody Mary
Elastics, $3 for pack of

75, Walmart stores

iiiim
illll

ttUUHUUHl

try: Suave

Professionals Sleek

Anti-Frizz Cream,

$3, drugstores
UPDO

\f hove \om

Hair, W f# *

larger one.

step I: As you blow-dry damp hair, use a paddle

brush to get hair stra ight, then apply a smoothing

cream all over to smooth and add shine.

sh-p'J: Pull hair into a high pony and fasten

tightly with an elastic.

sIcp'J: A doughnut-shaped bun roller will form

the perfect bun! Wrap it around the base of your

pony, snapping the two ends together. Flip

the pony forward and spread the hair over the

ring, tucking it into the bun at the base until it's

covered. Secure with pins.

try: Ricky's Large

Snap Donut in Black,

$8, rickysnyc.com



try: John Frieda

Luxurious Volume Blow-

Dry Lotion Root Booster.

$7, drugstores

1

\
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THe wide

base gn/es

you body and

tdc narrow

tip gives you

swirls.

try: Conalr

YouCurl Tapered

brush, $10,
drugstores

it***

&&
try: Goody
Bobby Pins 3",

$2 for pack of

18, drugstores

brooms
SIDE-SWEEP

Step I: To get tons of body, spritz a

volumizing spray all over damp hair, and

blow-dry with a round brush.

Step2: After drying each section of hair, roll

the piece up to your scalp and pin. Once

your whole head is done, remove the pins

and brush out the swirls.

Step3: Make a clean side part, then

loosely pull back a couple of inches of

hair. Use bobby pins to secure hair in

place by sliding the pins straight across,

then pushing toward your face-it will help

keep a little volume there.

,.--

i«0

try: Conair Styling

Essentials Sectioning

& Styling Comb, $3,
drugstores
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PIGTAILS

step 1: To add height, tease the hair in front,

then spritz with a flexible hold hairspray.

step2: Split hair in two from the back, then

take each section and separate into two pieces.

step3: Twist and tie hair in knots (like

shoelaces) and repeat until you get to the

end. Use a heavy shot of hairspray at the

ends to hold the style.

try:TIGI Catwalk

Session Series

Work It Hairspray,

$21, tigihaircare

.com for salons

*£SSion
„S

SERIES

VA*
C4

***r
tor,

'I/.U

\1

I
try: Gold N Hot

Va" Flat Iron, $30,
belsonproducts.com

try: Macadam in

Natural Oil Healing

Oil Treatment, $13
for 1 oz., ULTA stores

PoUSHBb
PIN-BACK

step I: For shine all over, smooth a

moisturizing oil from roots to ends,

then straighten hair in small sections

with a flat-iron.

Step2: Create two clean parts (one above

each eyebrow arch) and pin the center

section three inches back from the hairline

with long bobby pins.

step3: Smooth on a little more oil to

tame any flyaways.

Senior Fashion Editor: Annebet Duvall. Hair: Sarah Potempa for Aussie at The Wall Group. Makeup: Tina Turnbow for Christian Dior and Raybrownpro.com.

Manicure: Susan Nam for Polished Beauty Bar at Arttstsbytimothypriano.com. Still Ufes: J Muckle/Studio D.
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17 WAY
jacket

Sizes S-L.Volcom,

$68, lulus.com.

dress
Sizes 2-14, H&M,
$40, H&M stores.

bag
Olivia and Joy,

$78. ollviaandjoy.com.

tights

Hue, $13. hue.com.

shoes
Sizes 5Va-10, GoJane,

$30, gojane.com.



17 WAY
sweater
Sizes XS-XL, DKNY Jeans,

$89, Macy's.

shirt
Sizes 1-3, Market,

$44, market-ts.com.

pants
Sizes S-XL, Lily White,

$38, Von Maur.

belt

Kristin Kahle, $50,
kristenkahle.com.

shoes
Sizes 5%-lQ,
Make Me Chic, $28,
makemechic.com.
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jacket
Sizes XXS-L, Obey,

$113, obeyclothing.com.

blazer
Sizes S-L, Grass,

$59, Macy's and
grassclothing.com.

shirt

Sizes XS-XXL, Aeropostale,

$22, aeropostale.com.

pants
Sizes 0-13. Grass,

$39, Macy's and

grassclothing.com.

shoes
Sizes 6-11, BCBGeneratlon,

$129, BCBGeneration stores

and bcbgeneration.com.



RUNWAY

17 WAY
shirt

Sizes XS-L.WkShp,

$58, shophallelu.com.

tank
Sizes XS-L, LNA,

$60, lnaclothing.com.

jeans
Sizes 24-34, Curve ID

Jeans by Levi's,

$60, levi.com.

earrings
Wet Seal, $9. Wet Seal

stores and wetseal.com.

necklace
Edge of Urge,

$52, edgeo(urge.com.

boots

Sizes 5V2-10,

AMI Clubwear,

$26, amiclubwear.com.
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17 WAY
jacket

Sizes XS-XL, DKNY Jeans,

$89, Macy's.

sweatshirt
Sizes S-L, Ocean Drive

Athletics, $42,
shopvintagehavana.com.

shirt
Sizes XS-XL, DKNY Jeans,

$34, 800-777-4524.

leggings
Forever 21, $16, select

Forever 21 stores and

forever21.com.

necklace
Glrlprops.com,

$30, girlprops.com.

socks
AnnaSui, $18, Bloomingdale's.

sneakers
Sizes 5-15, Converse,

$45, converse.com.
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17 WAY
sweater
Sizes XS-L, American

Apparel, $70,
americanapparel.net.

skirt

Sizes S-L, GoJane,

$30, gojane.com.

earrings

Girlprops.com,

$6. girlprops.com.

bracelets
Lulu's, $15 for set of

five, lulus.com.

socks
We Love Colors,

$8, welovecolors.com.

boots
Sizes 6-10, Betsey Johnson,

$170, betseyJohnson.com.
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17 WAY
cape
Sizes S-XLJouJou,

$90, macys.com and

bonton.com.

sweater
Sizes XS-XXL, Aeropostale,

$22, Aeropostale stores

and aeropostale.com.

bustier
Sizes XS-L, Guess,

$79, Guess stores

and guess.com.

jeggings
Sizes 0-13, YMI.

$38, ymijeans.com.

socks
AnnaSui, $12,

Bloomingdale's.

boots

Sizes 5Vi-10,

Make Me Chic,

$29,
makemechic.com.

Fashion Stylist: Anna Levak at 1+1 Mgmt Hair: Rheanne White at See Management for Cutler/Redken. Makeup: Jenna Anton at See Management for Nars Cosmetics. Manicure: Elle at The Wall Group.
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ABC Family stars,

from left:

Tyler Blackburn, Skyler Samuels,

Katie Lecierc, Shay Mitchel

Shailene Woodley, Daren

Kagasoff, Emily Osment,

Alexandra Chando, Grey Damon,

and Vanessa Marano,
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tupid. Slut Fat-ass. When those words are aimed at you, you never want to show your

face in school again. It's hard to be strong when your cell is blowing up with vicious

texts from your former best friend, and you know everyone can read those posts on

Facebook saying nobody likes you. It's devastating to discover that the "guy" flirting with

you on IM is actually a bitchy group of girls trying to build you up only to tear you down.

You feel vulnerable, paranoid, and exposed—since the bullying seems like it's

everywhere, you don't feel safe anywhere. And all you want to do is hide because you never know

when the cutting comments will strike. Kelsey, 17, from Oxford, Georgia, was terrified to leave her

house after someone posted her full name and cell number on a porn site next to a photo of a naked

woman. "I lost all sense of security," she says. "I couldn't believe someone could be that cruel. Who

would do something like that to me? I burst into tears whenever I thought about it because I couldn't

figure out who was out to get me."

But it's not like knowing who your attacker is makes it any easier to deal with. Mary, 17, of Newtown,

Connecticut, knew her friends were loyal to her ex when they began harassing her. Mary got up to

40 Formspring questions a day from girls calling her a bitch and a loser. She even received

anonymous text messages telling her to kill herself. "What hurt the most is that I trusted

them," says Mary. "They turned on me and made me feel completely helpless."

For some, that helplessness turns into hopelessness. Monica, 17, of Port Charlotte, Florida,

attempted suicide after being relentlessly harassed by a clique of mean girls in her high school. Her

family caught her just in time, and she knew she needed to make major changes to protect herself from

the constant digital abuse. She left school to be homeschooled by her mom, got rid of her Facebook

page, and changed her cell number. "Every day is a struggle. I feel trapped and empty. I have no

friends and spend all my time alone in my room," she says.

You might not know these girls personally, but you know girls like them—or you are like them. When

harassment lives online, it can feel impossible to fight back, because you might not know who you're

fighting against. And even if you do, the bully can hide like a coward behind her cell or computer while

she presses "send" over and over, pounding you with mean messages every few seconds—all day long.

When this kind of bullying becomes almost "normal," it can feel like it's expected of you to join the crowd

(maybe even to make yourself feel better if you've been the victim in the past), and

forwarding a nasty text out of revenge or tagging someone in an embarrassing

photo on Facebook can feel like a no-big-deal joke. But just a few clicks can

cause major damage. So before you send that mean comment, take a step

back and think about how the power lies in your hands. All you have to do is

^ delete it and you're taking the first step toward stopping the drama and ending

the abuse. Join Seventeen and ABC Family to delete digital drama for

good. Together, we can make this positive message spread faster and

y stronger than anything else. Digital drama ends nowl
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We need to start listening

to our hearts and create

the change we want to see!

-Shailene Woodley,
The Secret Life of the American Teenager
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Cvber-bully's Online
ID

tneft ruins'NJ teen's life

•sa, 15, ofNewark, New Jersey, i;

a pretty, popular cheerleaderwho went

|

outofherway to be nice to everyone.

I
But that's exactlywhat made her a ;

target.When someone began creating
fake Facebook and Myspace pages
using Nafeesa's name and photos, she

nevereven suspected that itwas a girl

in her neighborhood whohad barely

everspoken to her. "I had no ideawho could hate me
so much," Nafeesa says.

ay for three years, this girl

would pretend to be Nafeesa, doing things

like posting naked pictures of her own body
without her face, then tagging the photos as

for everyone to see. "That'swhen mymom
went to the FBI," says Nafeesa. Everytime Nafeesa
got an account deleted, anotherwould pop up—

a

the girl created almost 30 profiles in all. "I felt

completely helpless. The pages never stopped
coming. It's like she knew every time I felt a little bit

happy, and she'd create anew page to breakme down
again," Nafeesa says.

Andthe digital abusewasn't only humiliating—

talso became violent.

messages from Nafeesa'

threatening other gir Nafeesawas even

punched in the face by a girl who was outraged byher

fake statussayingshe wanted to fight her.

Law enforcementthentracked the IP address to

the girl, who said shewasjealous ofNafeesa's
popularity but had nevereven tried to be friends with

her. "She could have just said hi!" Nafeesa says.

: j because sheknows that it's her

friendly personality thatwas used against her. "It's

natural to want everyone to like you, but that can also

make people want tocome after you," says Nafeesa.

"Girls will keep doing it to makethemselves feel

cooler ifthey think theywon't get caught, so you havi

to take astand and report digital abuse.'
M

"Bullies are cowards. They
try to single you out and

make you feel different. But

so what? You are

different—that's what
makes you awesome."

-SKYLER SAMUELS,

THE NINE LIVES OF CHLOE KING

"I'd always hang out with the

most artistic kids. We were
picked on because we refused

to conform, but bonding with

people like you gives you the

strength to face anyone who
tries to knock you down."

-GREY DAMON,

THE NINE LIVES OF CHLOE KING

In middle school, I was tortured for a

year and a half by a group of girls who
called me a slut—one even told me she was going

to kill me. Some days I would just shut myself in my
room and hysterically cry.

Then one day, this guy who I didn't know well

asked them, 'Why are you doing this? Why pick

on Katie? 1 They didn't have an answer. It was
so powerful that he was willing to risk

being bullied himself and stand up and
defend me. I never thanked him
because I didn't know how. Years later

when I ran into him again, I asked,

'Why did you do that?' And he said,

'Because they were wrong.'

We could win the battle against

bullying if there were more people

like him who have the

courage to speak up.

-Katie Leclerc, Switched at Birth

ONLINE BULLYING CAN BE CRIMINAL!
Next time you think about launching a Formspring attack or creating a fake Facebook profile, remember

that some form of cyberbullying is against the law in every state, which means digital abuse can actually

get you arrested! That's what happened to Taylor (left), and McKenzie, both 16, from Estero, Florida.

They posted a photo on a fake Facebook page of a classmate's face next to an image of an erect penis

with comments like, "Me about to suck a d***." It sounds so juvenile, but police used search warrants to

link the Facebook page to Taylor and charged the girls with a felony—a criminal offense. Now when the

girls Google their names, the first thing they'll find is their mug shots.

159



North Dakota teen commits

suicide after Facebook bullying

I was teased a lot growing up since

I was an artistic kid surrounded by
jocks. They'd call me out for being different.

It made me question myself, like, Is what
they're saying true? So I definitely went
through a period of time where I was really

lost and did some things that I regret:

partying, drugs. Honestly, it was so dumb. It

was a way for me to feel cool because I was
made fun of for not being like everyone else.

I was in so much pain that I had moments
where I just thought, What's
the easiest way out?

I considered suicide. I felt

like I was never going to

feel good again. But I got
through it because I had
a few people who were
always there for me.

It's so important to have
people who love you
for you—even if it's just one

person who will

remind you that you're

okay, and to not
compromise
who you are.

-Tyler Blackburn,
Pretty Little Liars

You've heard the

high-profile stories

ofTyler Clementi

and Phoebe Prince,

who ended their

lives after being

bullied. But what if

it were your friend?

Alyssa, 16, of

Luverne, North

Dakota, is still reelingfrom the suicide

ofher BFF, Cassidy, 16 (pictured). "She

had so much to look forward to," Alyssa

says. "She didn't have to die
"

For months, Cassidy tried to be

strong while she received endless text,

IM, and Formspringattacks

never get a boyfrie She'd pretend

the messages didn't bother her, even

addingsmiley faces and forwarding

them to Alyssa. "Cassidy did n't want me
to freak out about it, but clearly, it hurt

her more than she let on; ' says Alyssa.

In fact, Alyssa says that Cassidy was
in treatment from a previous suicide

attempt, and her attackers had no idea

how depressed she reallywas.

Ifyou have a friend who isbeing

harassed and maybethinkingabout
suicide, even ifshe's acting like it's no big

de;

someone else immediately,
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GIRLS HARASS THEMSELVES!
I Formspring is full of digital drama since anyone can post vicious comments

I anonymously. But some girls are secretly posting mean comments about

I themselves. Sheila*, 16, from Antioch, Illinois, says, "I was feeling bad and

I decided to diss myself on Formspring. I hid my name and wrote that I was

ugly. It took only a few minutes for my friends to respond that the person

I was wrong, that I'm beautiful and shouldn't let others push me around. It

I made me feel so much better." It's true that posting mean comments about

I yourself on Formspring might get you some attention, but it's a cheap rush

I that can become a crutch for getting real attention from your friends. Plus,

I just putting that kind of negativity out there reinforces the idea that it's okay to bash people

online, which is the last thing anyone needs.
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Everyone has the

power to end bullying.

Would you say the words
you're typing to the

person's face? No? Then
don't post it. Have some
empathy for people who
are victims—be a friend

and show them love.

-Emily Osment, Cyberbully

seventeen

"I'd walk down the hall

and girls who didn't know
me would say mean

stuff. Remind yourself,

I know who I am and I'm

a good person."

-ALEXANDRA CHANDO,
WE LYING CAME

"'If you're the bully, take a

look at yourself and

figure out what you're

saying and why you're

saying it. It's not cool."

-DAREN KAGASOFF,

THESECRET LIFE OF THEAMERICAS

TEENAGER

"Find a sports team or

a class—art, dancing,

acting—outside of

school where you can

be yourself and create

a safe haven."

-VANESSA MARANO,

SWITCHED AT BIRTH
-Shay Mitchell,

Pretty Little Liars

delete now Join us In standing up
against bullies.

^ i ANGE YOUR STATUS I TEXT YOUR F

ventecn.com/delete

H5

Oft**"

to add this badge
to your Facebook profile

pic, then update
your FB status to

'Delete Digital Drama!"

if you re a

customer, text the word

to You'll get

an important text to

forward to your friends to

help spread the word.

io to Charlotte Russe stores

or to

purchase a [delete] T-shirt

C$14.99) and 100 percent

of the proceeds will go
to STOMP Out Bullying!

17 EXPERTS: Parry Aftab, founder and executive director of WiredSafety.org and StopCyberbullying.org, and an Internet security lawyer;

Ross Ellis, founder and CEO of STOMP Out Bullying and Love Our Children USA; danah boyd, coauthor of Hanging Out, Messing Around, and

Geeking Out: Kids Living and Learning with New Media (The MIT Press, 2009); Courtney Knowles, executive director of The Jed Foundation.

In high school I was
bullied so bad that I

couldn't face the kids in the

cafeteria. I'd eat lunch in the

bathroom instead. But my
grandmother encouraged me
to walk into school with my
head held high. The worst

thing you can do is

bottle up your
emotions and deal

with it on your own.
You're not alone.

There are people

out there who want
to talk to you and
help you. Luckily I

had an amazing
family, but there

are a lot of awesome
help lines out
there so you can
connect and
get advice.
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jeans
Sizes 24-32, Hudson Jeans,

$316, hudsonjeans.com or

call 561-832-1333 to order,

vest
Sizes S-L, Jack BB Dakota,

u revolveclothing.com.

shirt

Sizes XS-L, Monrow,

$88, revolveclothing.com.

necklace
Freedom at Topshop,.

$28, topshop.com.

bag
Vteta, $59, vletafashion.com

oxfords
Sizes 5V3-10, Very Volatile,

$65, Dillard's and endless.com
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IIRLY-
Frayed skinnies

suddenly softer

floral blouse

sweatshirt

f

wm\

* 4

jeans
Sizes 24-30, Diesel,

$250, Diesel stores and

dicscl.com.

shirt

Sizes S-L, Gracla Fashion,

$60, shopgraciaxom.

sweatshirt (tied

around waist)
Sizes XS-L, LNA,

$100, lnaclothing.com.

sunglasses
Quayeyeware,

$30. karmaioop.com.

bag
Lulu's, $39, lulus.com.

sneakers
Sizes 5-15, Converse,

$75, Macy's and

converse.com.
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classic
Prep-ify straight-leg jeans with a chunky knit

sweater, a plaid shirt, and stacked bangles!

jeans
Sizes 23-32, J Brand,

$158, Nordstrom and

jbrandjeans.com.

sweater
Sizes XS-XL, O'Nei

$60. shoponeillusa.com.

shirt

Sizes XS-XL, Aeropostale,

$21, Aeropostale stores and

aeropostale.com.

owl necklace
Decree byjcpenney,

$10, Jcpenney andjcp.com.

chain necklaces
AMI Clubwear, $12 each,

amiclubwear.com.

shoes
Sizes 6-10, Report Footwear,

$120, reportshoes.com or

call 425-990-1234 to order.

Fashion Stylist: EliseWilson at Raybrownpro.com. Hair: Staci Child at DeFacto for Cutler/Redken. Makeup: Angle Parker for Dior Beauty/Raybrownpraeom.
-

, Manicure: Myrdith LeorvMcCormack forM2M DamoreJon at Factory
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We can't make the weekend get

here any faster, but we can help

you fill your nights with tons of

flirty fun! BYELISA BENSOH

r hen you're getting ready for a big night

out—blasting your favorite weekend
playlist, picking out what to wear with

your cute new shoes, and texting a million

friends about when to meet up—the entire

night feels full of possibilities. Will you finally have a real

conversation with that guy you've been talking to on

Facebook for ages? Will those butterflies you've been

feeling for your friend turn into something bigger? Will

you have one of those nights where all your moves are

magic, and even just raking your fingers through your

hair seems to get a little extra attention? There is a way
to make sure every night lives up to that hyper-flirtatious

fun. Find out how to make your next party—whether it's

a huge back-to-school blowout or just another Saturday

hanging with friends—totally major.
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WHERE YOUAT?
Different spots call for different moves! Get closer to your crush no matter where you're headed.

a 4^ Work subtle but targeted gestures to

^ W move in on the guy you like withoutMR J
feeling weird in front of your friends.

\^P # "When I was hard-core crushing

on my guy friend, I found small

ways to break the 'touch barrier'—like brushing

his arm when I laughed or touching his hand as

I told a story. Our friends had no idea, but he

definitely noticed
!

" -nicole, 21, atlantic beach, ny

Use the game-night energy as

an excuse to get extra-playful

and flirtatious.v\ Jki "
( li lys always wear hats to games,^^» so my go-to move is to jokingly

steal a guy's hat and make him try to grab it

back! Everyone is always hyped up after a big

win, and a little hat war taps into the fun."

-Claudia, 22, staten island, ny

huge frat party

You need to stand out in the sea of

partiers by creating a privatem / moment with a cute guy.

'\W "I use the crowd to 'accidentally'

»^ bump into a hot guy. Once you're

talking, it's natural to step closer and talk into

his ear because it's so loud. In the middle of a

crazy party, a quiet conversation can easily lead

to a hookup!" -samantha, 19, walnut, ca

back-to-school blowout

^ *l When everyone is partying

n| ^J^. together, it's your chance to chat

A * ^B* up the hottest guy in the room!

\|i |
"Normally it's intimidating to flirt

'Y- ™ with seniors. But at one party, I

waited until the guy I liked was talking to my older

friend, then introduced myself. When he saw that I

was cool with her—not an annoying freshman—he

talked to me all night!" -chandler, 16, zanesville, oh

TALK TOHIMALREADY!
You have .2 seconds to make a killer first impression. Here's how.

IF HE'S:

hanging out

on the couch

YOU SAY:

see that guy trip

over himself?"

A guy parked on the

perimeter might be shy,

and a funny observation

is a no-pressure way to

ease into conversation.

surrounded by

other dudes

"Pssst. My friend

thinks your friend is

cute. Is he single?"

You don't really care

about his friend— it's just

a sneaky way to break the

ice. Then you can follow

up by asking if he's single.

,

IV YOI ItMM IS.4 Ml):

Just say, "My friend keeps texting, but the

reception sucks—I'm going to make a lap."
Then politely say bye and walk away. Resist the
urge to add niceties like, "It was great to meet
you," or he might feel encouraged to find you later.

scarfing chips

in the kitchen

"What will it

take to get

you to share?"

A flirty question begs for

a flirty answer—and

immediately establishes

the vibe for your convo.
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MORELAME NIGHTS!
It sucks when you're psyched for a party that turns

out to be meh. These tricks keep it fun.

PARTY PROB:

You feel like

your wallflower

friends

hold you back.

Bring a deck of

cards. When your

friends are cracking ^B
each other up playing

Egyptian Ratscrew, you'll

effortlessly draw the crowd to

you. Automatically deal in new
dudes as you play.

All the parties

you go to always

have the

same 10 people.

Take the initiative to invite

someone outside of your

usual group. Just one new
person can change the flow of

conversation and set flirty

adventures or hookups into

motion for everyone. Wheel

The night is almost

over and you've

barely said a word

to your crush.

Rally your friends for a Taco
Bell run and ask your guy's

friends if they want to join.

Now you have more time (and

a more intimate opportunity)

to make your move!
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You've caught his attention—now don't blow it!

Guys reveal their biggest repellents.

STICKING TO HIS SIDE
"I brought a girl to a party once

rt*v « and she didn't talk to anyone—
w she just stayed glued to me. I

get that she was shy, but it's a party!

At least try to mingle." -fermin,16

TRYING TOO HARD
"I hate when a girl needs the

spotlight, like she has to show
off on the dance floor the whole

night. When she's desperate to get

everyone's attention, it seems like she

doesn't care about mine." -chris,20

HITTING THE BOOZE

ft

"I was at a party with a girl who got so drunk she

couldn't stand up. That was such a turnoff. No guy
wants to deal with a train wreck." -alex,16

THEMORNING
AFTER

When you click with your

crush, here's how to keep up
the flirty vibes.

^^^^ Whileyou're
^^^^ al the parly,

lake a picture ofyou jf
two together. Then la

text it to him the next it^
daywith a message

about how cute he

looks. It's awayto

help him remember the

moment without

being too obvious.

-MICHAEL, 20

"»
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SCAN-DALOUS!
"After three exhausting days playing in

an away volleyball tournament, my team
had to get up early for the flight home.

I was so tired, I just threw on my
sweatpants and a neon-orange sports

bra under a warm-up jacket. When I

got to security, I had to take off the

jacket—and walk through the security

scanner wearing only my bra! What was even worse?

It was freezing in the airport so my team made fun of

my 'headlights' the whole flight home."

car talk
"I was texting my crush as I was waiting in the car

for my dad, and the song 'Need You Now' by Lady
Antebellum came on. I love that song, so I started

singing along really loudly. Little did I know that I'd

accidentally called

,my crush instead of

[clicking send after

[typing the text! He'd

been on the phone
the whole time

while I sang

basically the most
awkward song

ever to him!"

g foment

PEEP SHOW
"My BFF and I were taking

a walk and just happened
to pass my crush's house.

She dared me to look in his

window, so I ran up and
peeked in, but it wasn't his

room. It was his parents'
room—and they were
making out! To make
matters worse, his dad saw
me and started shouting at

us. We bolted as fast as we
could, and I hid from my
crush the entire next day.

We haven't spoken since.

How do you explain

something like that?!?"

thebigkiss-off
"I was hanging out by my locker

when my BFF's new boyfriend

stopped to say hi. I didn't know him
that well, so when he leaned in to

give me a kiss on the cheek, I

instinctively moved my head
away—but I turned the wrong way
andwe ended up in a full-mouth

kiss ! He jumped back and
screamed, 'What are you doing?!?'

and then stomped off. The worst
part? He told my friend I did it

on purpose and she still

isn't talking to me!

"
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safe sext
"I'd just shot off a

message to a guy
friend about plans

that night, but instead

of saying: 'I'm so

excited!' I accidentally

wrote, Tm so

sexcited!' He texted

back with a '?' and
later canceled. Sigh."

THAT'S SO .

.

AWKWARD!
"I was performing at a

concert and I started

singing my song 'Alice.'

I'd forgotten to tie my
sneakers before going

on-stage, and while I

was dancing, I fell

flat on my butt in

front of everyone.

I only wear pumps
on-stage now!"

-RAVEN-SYMONE

OH NO, SHOE DIDN'T!

While on vacation, my sister and I were meeting up with some people we'd just

met—including a bunch of hot guys. I got on the elevator with her when I

noticed she was wearing my new shoes. I freaked and started screaming at her

like a lunatic. Just then, the elevator door opened and our new friends witnessed

the whole thing. They all looked at me like I was crazy and the guys didn't say a

word to me the rest of the night!"

what up, dog?
"I was walking my dog near school

and passed this cute guy from my
class. I decided to turn around and
say hey. We talked for a few seconds

and then he said, all serious, 'I need
to tell you something/ 1 braced

myself for some amazing
confession, but then he pointed

down atmy shoe—because my dog
was pooping on it!

"

UBLE-DATE DISASTER
"My BFF wanted to introduce me to her new boyfriend, so she

invited me to go on a double date with them and one of his

friends. I was super-excited! She and I had just arrived to meet
up with them when I noticed some nerdy guys walking in

after us. I leaned over and whispered to her how ugly they

were and she just stared back at me. One of them was her BF!"

what a boob
"I was on my way to a pool

party and couldn't find my
bikini top, so I borrowed
my sister's, even though I'm

a B cup and she's a C. I

thought I'd just tie it really

tight and it would stay on-
even during the cannonball

contest that my crush

started. As I crashed into the

water and my top flew off, I

realized how dumb that was.

I came to the surface with

my arms covering my boobs,

and there was my crush,

dangling my top, saying I

had to get out of the pool to

get it. I treaded water in

the deep end until my
friend finally gave me a

T-shirt to cover up!"

f SEVENTEEN!
tead new traumas
yours at seventeen.com

I
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STRONGER,
THICKER,

In Just
5 to 7

Developed through scientific research. Amazing

HAIR BEAUTY PLUS Formula nourishes and

builds stronger, thicker longer-looking hair. It K-
expands the size of each strand of hair and /
gives it more flex and stretch. Your hair will be

thicker and more radiantly alive Works so fast.l

you'll thrill to dramatic results in just 5 to 7 days.'

Looks like 3 months of growth - in only one week!

And, of course, no split or broken ends. Contains no grease or alcohol,

looks natural. Sale for tinted, dyed or bleached hair. Send only $15.95

+ S4 P4H for 3 months supply Save 1 Oder full 6 months supply for

only S28 95 - $5 P&H. 30 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

VALOR ENTERPRISES. INC. Dept. H-68-N
1040 First Ave.. Ste. 326 New York, NY 10022

Order By Phone: 212-371-3583 (M-F 10-5PM EST)
Or at www.valorenterprises.com (24/7)

unnT

Earn Your Diploma in as
Little As Four Months!

• NaiionaDy Acciedied • Self-Paced Learning
•Grades 9-12 • HoTie Study *»**.*!*,

• Visit Us Ai www.citiienschool.com v\
For « Fr« Brochu-e. Call Depi S Toll fr««. MTC
1-800-736-GRAD

OHANOL PARK, FLORIDA

'«!

Stuttering hurts
...we can help!

www.stutteringhelp.org

1-800-992-9392

The Stuttering Foundation*

m^J^r^W'^^F'w^r \^-r:i w?y\T^ ^i-.--:-^W7.^jin^iv\

Direct Response Advertising

Contact: Jacqueline Abram

212.649.2934

jabram@hearst.com
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soIden ticket!

Share your opinion with

Seventeen and you could
win amazing prizes
and even be the first to

try hot new products
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p To join, log on to

seventeenalist.com today!
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Giveaway Rules

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY. Sponsored by Hearst

Communications, Inc. Must be female, between the

ages of 13 and 29, and a resident of the 50 United

States or District of Columbia. Void where prohibited

by law.

HOW TO PARTICIPATE IN THE ANDROID PHONE
GIVEAWAY (page 24): Beginning
July 12, 2011, go to any participating Wet Seal

store, try on a pair of Wet Seal Jeans, and receive a

voucher for a free Android Smart Phone. Free phone
offer is only available with select service plans, data

and messaging features, and two-year subscriber

agreement. Price valid for primary and secondary
lines only. Offer is subject to identity, credit, and/or

eligibility check, and may require a deposit. Contract

renewal and upgrade options may also be available

for existing eligible customers, however price may
vary. Service may not be available In all markets or

on all wireless carriers. Activation fees, early

termination fees, and additional restrictions apply.

Must be 18 or older or have parental/legal guardian

authorization. Void where restricted or prohibited by

law. Not valid with any other offer or for business

accounts. Limited time offer that Is subject to

change and only valid in the United States. See full

offer for details. Offers for wireless products and
services are fulfilled by Slmplexlty, LLC, an authorized

agent for the featured wireless service providers.

Promotion executed by PageMaster Corporation,

Thousand Oaks, CA. Offer available beginning
July 12, 2011, and expires August 15, 2011, or

while supplies last.

Sweepstakes Rules

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY TO ENTER OR WIN.
Sponsored by Hearst Communications, Inc. Must be
female, between the ages of 13 and 29, and a legal

resident of the 50 United States, District of

Columbia, or Canada. Void in Quebec Province, and

where prohibited by law, unless otherwise noted.

Odds of winning depend on the number of eligible

entries received.

HOW TO ENTER THE AUGUST 2011 DECORATE
YOUR DORM ROOM SWEEPSTAKES (page 4): Go
to seventeen.com/freebles to enter, beginning at

12:01 a.m. et, June 28, 2011, through 11:59 p.m. et,

August 8, 2011. One (1) winner will receive a

$250 The Container Store gift card (approximate
retail value: $250). Odds of winning will depend
upon the total number of eligible entries received.

Must be female, 13-29 years of age, and a resident

of the 50 United States, District of Columbia, or

Canada. Void in Puerto Rico, Quebec Province, and
where prohibited by law. Sweepstakes subject to

complete Official Rules available at seventeen
.com/freebles.

HOW TO ENTER THE AUGUST DAILY FREEBIES
(page 6): Complete and submit the online entry

form at seventeen.com/freebies beginning at

12:01 a.m. et, August 1, 2011, through 11:59 p.m. et,

August 31, 2011. Daily sweepstakes will be held

each day starting at 12:00 a.m. et and ending at

11:59 p.m. et each day for 31 days. Sweepstakes
subject to complete Official Rules available at

seventeen.com/freebles.

HOW TO ENTER THE AUGUST ALL ACCESS
SWEEPSTAKES (page 106): Go to seventeen
.com/freebles to enter, beginning at 12:01 a.m. et,

June 28. 2011, through 11:59 p.m. et, August 8,

2011. One (1) winner will win the following prizes:

Ready, Set, Race Sports Bra (approximate retail

value: $44), Race You There Sports Bra (approximate

retail value: $40), Zero Period Tank (approximate
retail value: $40), Run Baby Run jacket (approximate

retail value: $72), Run Away Snorts (approximate
retail value: $38), and Hot Competition Shorts
(approximate retail value: $42) from Roxy Athletix.

Total approximate retail value for all prizes awarded:

$276. Sweepstakes subject to complete Official

Rules available at seventeen.com/freebles.

coming next month
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UJGUST
HOROSCOPES

by sally brompton

[SH^
July23-Aug22
Waiting around for a guy to ask you out is

so not your thing. The friend-turned-crush

you've had your eye on since June still

hasn't made a move, but on the 13th, the

full moon will boost your flirting powers.

Then he'll finally figure out that you like

him as more than a friend. Game on!

liliMJ^
Aug 23-Sep22
Two of your girls have been bickering all

summer, and their drama is ruining your

fun. You're not one for confrontation, but

when they start fighting on the 3rd, Mars

will make you give them an ultimatum.

(Either they make up or you're done!)

When you get tough, people listen!

libra W
Sep23-Oct22
A guy you've been crushing on may seem
confident, but deep down, he's shy when
it comes to girls. A friendly Libra like you

could definitely get him to open up and

start chatting! When you bump into him

at a party on the 16th, Venus will urge you

to break the ice. He'll be psyched

!

pMUfflBqpff
Oct23-Nov21
You can't stop daydreaming about an ex,

but in mid-August, Mars and Pluto will

send you a wake-up call when you run

into him with his new GF. It will sting, but

afterward, you'll start letting go of the

past and opening yourself up to finding

a better match. Pssst: He's on his way!

sasittanus
Nov22-Dec21
Whoops: School's almost here and you're

broke. (Maybe dropping all those work

shifts to hit the beach wasn't the best

plan!) But you'll have plenty of chances

now to raise cash, and if you buckle down,

you can build your back-to-school budget

by the 30th! Better late than never, Sag.

nffnHnn^
Dec 22-Jan 19

You took an instant dislike to your friend's

BF the minute you met him: He's cute but

so full of himself! But after hanging out

with the two of them all summer, you've

warmed up to him. Just beware if you find

yourself alone with him on the 8th: Venus

may turn that warmth into full-on passion

!

E/EHEEB^/
Jan20-Feb18
Playing hard to get is usually your MO, but

this month, your crush is the one blowing

off messages and it's driving you nuts! Is

it him you really want—or are you caught

up in the chase? After he ignores another

text on the 17th, you'll finally ask yourself

why you keep trying to win this guy over.

isces f
Feb19-Mar20
Pisces are naturally sensitive, but on the

5th, Jupiter will make you downright

touchy. When your BF compliments a

female pal, you'll be blindsided by a

wave of a jealousy from out of nowhere.

Just know your guy is only being friendly;

the stars are messing with you!

aries
Mar 21 -Apr 19

You wanted to have your school shopping

done weeks ago and you're stressing out!

But on the 23rd, the sun will prompt you

to focus on fun and well-being, so you'll

spend the end ofsummer getting together

with your crew for BBQs and bonfires. (PS:

You'll score at the Labor Day sales later!)

Vi\MM
Apr20-May20
It goes without saying that you love your

BFF to pieces, but her constant moping

over her ex is beginning to bum you out!

When love planet Venus is strong on the

weekend of the 20th, you'll nudge her out

of her funk by taking her to a party and

introducing her to some sweet new guys!

ffemim ?
May21-Jun20
You and your guy have been playing the

on-again, off-again game forever. There's

definitely something between you, but

you're not sure if you two are actually

good for each other. When Mercury turns

in your favor on the 26th, the answer will

be clear, and you'll realize what to do next.

cancer &£2>
Jun21-Jul22
Your space is in need of a major redo, and
with the new school year fast approaching,

you're itching to change it up. If only you

had more cash! Luckily the new moon on

the 29th will bring a little money your way,

plus a few pals who won't mind helping

you paint—in exchange for a pizza. Done!
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REVOLUTIONARY!

Get Instant

Salon Effects.

No Dry Time.

salon effects
Real Nail Polish Strips

Sally knows nails are the best accessory.

Now, Sally makes it easy to get a

salon effect anytime, any place. It wears

like nail polish because it IS nail polish.

Not a sticker. No dry time,

so you're ready to go.

Lasts up to 10 days •/

Removes easily with nail polish remover •/

24 must-have styles •/

Beauty that Works

Sally Knows Nails

For more go to sallyhansen.com

SaH^Hansefi

SALON Q\

CTw
Real Nail Polish Strips

LASTS
UP TO

10 DAYS

NO DRY
TIME

Fits All Nails

16 Nail Polish Strips

CutCte Stick, Mm File A Buffer

DBR Toluene and Formaldehyde free


